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ABSTRACT

In-Situ Cure Monitoring and Characterization of Graphite/Epoxy Composites Using Fiber Optics and Ultrasonics

Jianyin Chen, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 1998

Advanced composites can be fabricated by laminating multiple plies into the desired shape, and then cured in an autoclave with simultaneous application of proper heat and pressure. The knowledge of the cure process is very important in order to obtain fully cured and high-quality composites. In-situ sensors capable of monitoring the change of physical and chemical properties during the cure process are therefore desirable. The major aspects of research in this thesis are as follows:

The chemical kinetic and rheological properties of AS4/3501-6 Graphite/Epoxy composites are characterized by using Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer. This indicates that at 176°C, the cure reaction is almost fully completed after 60 minutes, and increasing cure temperature results in a noticeable decrease in loss tan δ and a profound increase in the Tg. Ultrasonic characterization shows that the moduli of 3501-6 epoxy increase with increasing cure temperature, whereas the moduli of AS4/3501-6 composite reach their maximum around 176°C. Also, the moduli of the composite increase with increasing cure time, whereas the moduli of the epoxy, after being cured at 176°C for 80 minutes, exhibit no change.

A state-of-the-art fiber-optic and ultrasonic cure processing monitoring system is developed, which consists of ultrasonic transducers with clad buffer rods, Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometric fiber-optic sensors, and a special autoclave feedthrough. This system is workable in an autoclave at high temperature and gas pressure, has high ultrasonic signal to spurious noise ratio, and is suited for longitudinal and/or shear wave measurement. The
development of properties of the curing AS4/3501-6 composite is monitored by using in-situ fiber-optic and/or ultrasonic sensors, indicating that (1) both sensors can sense the gelation period; (2) the ultrasonic sensor is able to determine the end-of-cure, while the fiber-optic sensor is not; (3) during the cool-down period the development of thermal mismatch strains between the mold plates and the composite panel, prior to and after the detachment, can be detected by the fiber-optic sensor.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

As Graphite/Epoxy (Gr/Ep) composite materials are increasingly being used as engineering materials in aircraft, buildings, containers, and other structures, the high costs associated with manual fabrication techniques such as laying up the prepregs make the resulting structural components expensive. Even though advantages such as high strength over weight ratio and geometrically tailored mechanical properties outweigh these high costs for many critical applications, a reduction in the cost of manufacturing is always desired and would expand their further applications [1-4]. Moreover, as structural designs become more complex and material requirements for improved performance increase, *in-situ* process monitoring and control during fabrication is highly desirable.

The mechanical properties of composites are largely dependent upon the chemical and rheological events taking place during the manufacturing process [5-9]. Although materials suppliers provide a standard recommended cure procedure for their particular prepregs, fabrication still requires a certain degree of ‘trial and error’ to produce high-quality composites, owing to the varying geometries of the structures and thermal properties of autoclaves and pressing tools. Information such as temperature, pressure, viscosity, degree of cure, resin flow, void and the formation of residual stresses inside the material itself needs to be quantified as a function of time and position within the laminate during the cure.
1.1 Fabrication and cure processing of polymer composites

In most load-bearing engineering applications, advanced composites are used in the form of laminates which consist of individual layers of various composite materials or laminae. Reinforcing fibers are typically graphite and glass [1-2,10-12]. Composite materials can be built by stacking plies of reinforcing layers at varying angles through the thickness of the material. When heat and pressure are applied, the composite is consolidated to produce a laminated structure of low density containing a volume fraction of fiber of about 60% [10-12].

A variety of techniques can be used to fabricate composites [2,10,13-15]. For example, composites can be molded by hot press or vacuum bag autoclave techniques to produce components of the required shape. Resin can be also injected into a preform of reinforcement held in a mold, as in resin transfer molding. In addition, pultrusion or filament winding can be used to fabricate tubes of hollow cross-section.

Autoclave molding is used extensively, especially by the aerospace industry, to produce high-quality laminates of higher density and lower void content than those produced by many other techniques [3, 5-7]. Typically, a component, once laid up on a mold, is enclosed in a flexible bag tailored approximately to the desired shape. This whole assembly is then laid in an autoclave, a pressure vessel designed to contain gas at elevated temperature. The bag is firstly evacuated, to remove trapped air and vapors from the composite, and then the chamber is pressurized to provide additional consolidation during the cure [7,16].

During the heating cycle the viscosity of the composite resin changes [7,17]. As the temperature rises, an initial fall is recorded followed by an increase as chemically induced crosslinking occurs. The time and temperature at which the consolidating pressure is applied are critical to ensure adequate inter-fiber flow of resin. The resin and hardener often react exothermically. Care must be taken to ensure the optimal process conditions, which are designed to avoid excessive temperature rise, especially in thick sections. Such deviations from the optimum cure schedule can lead to laminates with
undesirable levels of built-in stresses, due to differences in fiber and matrix thermal expansion coefficients as the composite is cooled down after the cure [7,18-21].

Indeed, the curing process is complex involving the control of many varying parameters and careful optimization to ensure a correct, uniform state of cure and consolidation throughout a component. Improvements in the composite cure cycle can shorten fabrication time, reduce its operational cost and enhance the quality of the end product. Current practice relies on temperature and pressure sensors to establish process conditions. This approach often requires much effort in adjusting different parameters to arrive at a desired cure cycle. It is a time-consuming and costly procedure for the fabrication of advanced composites, whose performance requirements are becoming increasingly stringent. Analytic models developed for autoclave curing could provide information on the “optimal” processing conditions [5,6,18-24]; however, their application is limited to certain geometrical shapes. Furthermore, these models often require extensive material data which are difficult to measure. Therefore, the development of sensors for monitoring cure state, to determine the degree of cure of a thermoset resin throughout the composite matrix, may lead to an optimal process procedure. The knowledge of the process and time when the resin is fully crosslinked may further enable the use of adaptive cure control to improve the composite qualities and to reduce manufacturing costs.

1.2 Sensor development and cure monitoring

Currently, very few sensors and techniques have successfully monitored and provided crucial information such as the end-of-cure during the entire cure cycle of composites in an autoclave. Traditional thermal analysis, like the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) or Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA), can be used to characterize the extent of cure chemistry and viscoelasticity of composite resins. It is understood that DSC measures heat flow in a polymer as a function of temperature or time [17, 25-26]. This technique may be used to determine degree of cure and characteristic temperatures for polymer melting, crystallization and glass transition, and to study cure kinetics and
monitor the onset of gelation\textsuperscript{1} and vitrification\textsuperscript{2} in the composite resin. However, it is not practical for direct usage as a real-time sensor in an autoclave during composite processing. DMA is a method which can measure the degree of a polymer responding to an applied periodic stress as a function of temperature [27-30]. It is normally employed to measure key rheological parameters such as loss tangent, storage and loss moduli, viscosity, and glass transition temperature. This approach cannot be used for \textit{in-situ} cure monitoring because it is, in nature, destructive. In addition, both methods impose constraints in sample geometry and dimensions which prevent them from being effective when applied to composite manufacturing.

On the other hand, dielectrometric analysis, which measures the permittivity and loss factor of the composites [24,31-36], has been successfully used to determine the time at which viscosity is minimum, and the time at which the cure is completed. Dielectric measurements for cure monitoring are normally carried out with sinusoidal excitations at specific radio frequencies. By applying a step-change voltage across the material, the resulting current waveform is obtained. The frequency-dependent dielectric properties can therefore be derived from the Fourier transform of the current waveform [24]. The drawbacks of dielectric analysis include its empirical nature and inadequate correlation between dielectric properties and other material characteristics such as mechanical properties [36]. Furthermore, dielectric sensors are intrusive, and remain part of the composite structure at the completion of cure.

\textsuperscript{1} Gellation corresponds to a transition from linear or branched molecules to an infinite network of chains. At gel point, a three-dimensional network of chains with a particular infinite molecular weight (gel) is formed. After gelation, more molecular chains will be incorporated into the cross-linked network at the expense of the soluble portion (sol) [24].

\textsuperscript{2} Vitrification represents a transition from a rubbery to a glass state. As curing proceeds, the glass transition temperature of the growing chains increases as the network molecular weight increases. Should the cure temperature at any point becomes lower than the glass transition temperature of the growing polymer chains, chain mobility becomes severely restricted, and further conversion to the network structure is limited. The resin is said to be vitrified, and its glass transition temperature coincides with the maximum cure temperature achieved [24].
Recently, increasing interest in ‘smart’ composites has led to the development of embedded waveguide sensor technology, by which cure properties and characteristics are monitored either intrinsically (i.e. the measurement directly modulates the signal in the waveguide) or extrinsically (the waveguide acts as a medium for transporting energy to and from a discrete sensing point) [37]. Several techniques have been developed for in-situ monitoring of cure states, cure kinetics, resin viscosity and residual stress build-up during the manufacture of composite laminates [38-47]. For example, fiber-optic sensing for cure via refractive index was developed because of the fact that the refractive index of uncured resin increased as the crosslinking reaction took place, and this could have a profound effect on the signal of the optical fiber sensor [41]. Another approach used Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometric (EFPI) fiber-optic sensors to monitor the state of cure of composite material by detecting local strain changes caused by process-induced strains [40], the phase lag caused by local dynamic excitation [42], or the refractive index caused by the degree of cure [44]. After the cure, the sensor may still be operated as a conventional EFPI strain sensor. In addition, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has been demonstrated for cure measurement [45]. In this approach, an FTIR spectrometer was used to analyze the output of a fluoride or chalcogenide infrared fiber embedded in the curing epoxy matrix [45].

Normally, a prerequisite for any in-situ sensor is that it must not be detrimental to the operational requirements of the structure. Optical fiber-based measurement techniques are suitable for in-situ cure monitoring, because they can be incorporated into the component during the manufacturing process, for example, in prepregs. Meanwhile, the dimensions and orientation of the optical fibers within the prepregs can be selected to have a minimal impact on mechanical properties of the composites [48]. Furthermore, fiber-optic sensors may be a practical way for in-situ monitoring of polymers and composites processing, because the light path can be extended outside of the instrument. Light is carried from the instrument to the point of measurement through optical fibers. The sensors at the end of the fiber experience the process conditions, whereas the instrument is located some distance away in a more protected area. This arrangement allows direct measurements even under extreme processing conditions (e.g., high
temperatures and pressures) [24]. Furthermore, the advantage of fiber-optic sensor technology, compared with other cure monitoring techniques such as dielectric analysis, is its low susceptibility to electromagnetic interference and electrical insulation [38, 43]. Techniques based on embedded fiber-optic sensors have been shown to possess a clear potential for further monitoring the structural integrity of the composite during part qualification and throughout its service life.

However, using fiber-optic sensors to monitor the state of cure is expensive, and the sensors may not be repairable or reusable. Moreover, due to the fragility of the fiber optic sensors, when they are fed through an autoclave, damage often occurs to the sensors [49]. As a compromise, the curing process is sometime studied in a platen-heated press in lieu of an autoclave [49]. Thus whether the experimental results can be applied to a practical autoclave processing environment is questionable.

Recently ultrasonic techniques have shown great promise for effective in-situ, real-time cure monitoring of composite materials [50-61]. Ultrasonic waves as a means to monitor and characterize the curing of polymers was described by Sofer and Hauser in 1952 [50]. Significant changes in attenuation and velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic waves took place when the thermosetting resins gelled and cured. Ultrasonic attenuation can be related to the viscosity of the material, a critical physical parameter in the control of the curing composites. Papadakis [51] used ultrasonic methods to measure the elastic moduli of polymers during the solidification process. Lindrose [52] found that the shear and bulk relaxation moduli changed during the cure. Rokhlin et al. [53] studied the real-time frequency dependence of attenuation and velocity of ultrasonic waves during the curing of epoxy resin. He also investigated temperature effects on the velocity and attenuation of longitudinal waves at different stages of the cure reaction of thermosetting resins. Green et al. [54] monitored cure processing by using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy. In his investigation, differences in amplitude, frequency and damping were related to the degree of curing of the composite; however, the determination of 'end-of-cure' was not reported. Achenbach et al. [43] used a fiber-optic ultrasonic system to monitor the curing of an epoxy resin, in which ultrasound was generated using a high-
power optical fiber to deliver high-energy optical pulses, and detected by local fiber optic ultrasound sensors embedded in the curing epoxy resin. A model consisting of springs and dashpots was proposed by Hahn [62] to explain the experimental data on wave speed and attenuation of ultrasonic waves during the cure.

When compared with other sensors like dielectric and fiber optic sensors, the ultrasonic approach has at least two advantages. Firstly, the ultrasonic sensor is not embedded into the composite part. This makes the sensor both reusable and very unlikely to affect the part due to its presence. Secondly, it produces a measurement which is an average over the thickness of the part, while other techniques generally produce a measure of the state-of-cure in a very small area near the sensor. However, the difficulties of ultrasonic techniques are due to the facts that: (1) the commonly used broadband and high-efficiency piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers (UTs) can only be operated continuously at a temperature of less than 60°C. This limitation presents difficulties when applying the techniques in actual processing environments which have, such as for AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite curing, a temperature of 176°C; (2) the gel type ultrasonic couplant is degraded when operated at high temperature [48].

The introduction of an ultrasonic buffer rod between UT and monitored material could be a good alternative to avoid exposing the UT to adverse conditions [63-66]. However, one concern with a long buffer rod is the presence of spurious signals due to wave diffraction and the finite rod diameter. These signals always arrive later than directly transmitted or reflected echoes. Such echoes are unwanted because of their possible interference with the desired signals from the sample. Jen and his co-workers [67-71] have studied many kinds of ultrasonic buffer rods. They recently found that clad metallic buffer rods [72-74] fabricated by a thermal spray method have excellent waveguide performance, making many on-line processing monitoring applications feasible [75-77]. This provides a great opportunity to do in-situ ultrasonic cure monitoring at high temperature in an autoclave.
1.3 Objective of the present work

In the case of advanced composite components, a recent estimate indicates that approximately 80% [38] of the finished cost is taken up in the fabrication process, thus this area is clearly targeted for cost reduction.

The objectives of the experimental research in this thesis are to characterize the processed AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites by using thermal and ultrasonic analyses, and try to correlate the material properties (degree of cure, glass transition temperature, damping factor and moduli, etc.) to the process parameters (cure temperature and cure time, etc.) in order to seek the most sensitive parameters which may be used later for controlling material processing.

Furthermore, in-situ cure monitoring of composite process in an autoclave will be studied using EFPI fiber-optic and/or ultrasonic sensors. The suitability of these sensors for in-situ cure monitoring will be also evaluated. This experimental research will be carried out to explore how the properties of Gr/Ep composites develop as the cure process progresses. This helps to understand the cure process and to achieve the goal of controlling it.

1.4 Contents of the thesis

Hercules AS4/3501-6 prepregs are selected for our present study, because of their usefulness in the aerospace industry and the availability of many published material data. Therefore, it is possible to make comparison with other researchers’ work.

It is understood that the ultimate mechanical properties of the composites are largely dependent upon chemical and rheological events taking place during the manufacturing process. In Chapter 2, thermal analysis will be used to characterize the chemical and rheological behavior of uncured and processed Hercules 3501-6 epoxies and AS4/3501-6 composite panels. From isothermal DSC measurements, the kinetic equations, e.g. the development of the degree of cure with respect to cure temperature and time, can be obtained, while from dynamic DSC measurements, the final degree of cure
of the epoxies and composites processed by different cure conditions can be evaluated. Moreover, DMA tests will be carried out to characterize the viscoelastic properties of the processed epoxies and composites by measuring their complex modulus $E^*$, loss tan $\delta$ and glass transition temperature $T_g$. These thermal rheological evaluations will clearly reveal profound effects of the cure conditions on material properties.

The evaluation of mechanical properties of composites fabricated by different cure processes is of importance because the curing parameters may have significant effects on the status-of-cure of the ensuing composite. Numerous efforts have already been made to characterize these effects. For example, Springer et al. [78] attempted to correlate the longitudinal and shear moduli of T300/976 laminates with their degrees of cure, which ranged from 0.6 to 0.96. Unfortunately, because of the large error bar introduced in their measurements, the observation of the corresponding relations in their experimental scatter data was difficult.

Ultrasonic techniques can be used for characterizing the elastic properties of a composite by measuring the phase or group velocities of elastic waves which propagate in various directions [79-97]. For composites which are anisotropic materials, one usually deals with a laminated thin plate structure. This means that in-plane properties are difficult to obtain, although through-thickness properties can be readily measured. One approach is to obtain large samples of cube-shaped material, and measure the ultrasonic wave speeds in specific directions [98]. Analytical formulas, derived from the solutions of Christoffel's equation [85], are then used to recover all elastic constants of the composite. This technique can be very accurate, especially for measuring shear properties, but requires a relatively large and thick specimen, and is destructive in nature. Alternatively, plate waves of known modes may be generated in a composite to obtain a measure of the in-plane properties [92,93]. A third approach relies upon mode conversion and multiple incidence angles to generate and receive the desired waves [79, 82-84]. In this thesis research, the water immersion method to measure elastic constants of the composite is preferred, because of the availability of ultrasonic facilities at our laboratory. Group velocities of quasi-longitudinal (QL) and quasi-shear (QS) waves can be directly
measured and converted into the corresponding phase velocities. Elastic constants can then be restructured from Christoffel’s equation by using the algorithm reported in [82]. Furthermore, the Line-Focus-Beam (LFB) method [99-101] is also proposed to evaluate the in-plane properties of the materials.

In addition, two of the most important ultrasonic parameters, the attenuation and velocity dispersion of ultrasonic waves, can also be used to characterize the viscoelastic properties of composites. Ultrasonic attenuation refers to the loss of the energy of the wave when it propagates through the medium, and velocity dispersion is the dependence of velocity upon the product of the frequency of the wave and the thickness of the composite. The ultrasonic attenuation may come from scattering by inhomogeneities in the medium (e.g. the presence of fibers in the epoxy matrix), and/or absorption in the epoxy matrix [102-107]. They are generally frequency-dependent and directly related to dispersion by the Kramers-Kronig relations [108,109]. Since the degree of cure of the composites is associated with their viscosity, the ultrasonic velocities and attenuation may be linked to the cure status. We anticipate that a quantitative evaluation of ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation may provide information on the state of cure of the materials.

The experimental work described in Chapter 3 is based on the study of Hercules 3501-6 epoxies and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites. Ultrasonic measurements will be performed on these samples in order to evaluate their engineering elastic moduli, through-thickness longitudinal wave dispersion, and through-thickness longitudinal wave attenuation. A sensitivity study will be carried out in an attempt to determine the ultrasonic parameters which are sensitive to cure processing. Such measures may thereafter be taken as controlling parameters during the course of material fabrication.

However, the above methods may provide only limited assurance to the quality of the fabricated composite laminates. The utilization of a non-destructive evaluation technique for real-time monitoring of the state-of-cure is highly desirable. The idea of being able to monitor a combination of both physical and chemical events taking place at
various locations inside an actual composite part during its manufacturing presents opportunities for increases in both quality control and component reliability.

We want to select a sensor, as an integral part of the manufacturing process, which can directly measure engineering parameters such as crosslinking reaction. Normally, the monitoring will provide the global property changes due to effects of cure temperature, time and pressure. Also characterization of mechanical property development during cure reveals information concerning the strength or stiffness of the composites. For instance, although a chemical characterization, such as DSC measurement of the composites, can assess the chemical or thermal stability of the materials, it does not accurately reflect the development of mechanical properties during the cure. Significant changes in the moduli may occur during the later stages of the cure, when the degree of cure is fully developed as indicated by DSC.

Two kinds of sensors will be used for in-situ monitoring of the development of the cure process: EFPI fiber-optic and ultrasonic sensors.

The EFPI fiber-optic sensors from FISO Technologies, Inc., Quebec City, PQ, are investigated in Chapter 4 as a potential candidate for in-situ cure monitoring of Gr/Ep composites in an autoclave. The merits of such fiber-optic strain gages are small size and high spatial resolution. These merits make the EFPI a suitable candidate for cure monitoring, because an embedded EFPI sensor may directly detect the evolution of process-induced strain in the material. In Gr/Ep composites, strains are caused by two sources: the chemical shrinkage of the epoxy during cure, and the thermal expansion or contraction of the fiber and matrix during the heat-up or cool-down. Therefore, the detected strain evolution could provide a non-destructive and real time indication of the state of cure in the composite. Also, due to their small diameters, the fiber-optic strain gages can be embedded at different locations, between selected layers and along preferred directions in the laminate, so that quasi-distributed sensing may be achieved. Furthermore, the embedded sensors can be subsequently used as integrated sensors to monitor the load and health conditions of the structure when it is in service.
The ultrasonic technique provides mechanical property characterization of the material and is suitable for in-situ, non-destructive process monitoring. Variations in ultrasonic velocity (or time delay), attenuation and shear reflection coefficient may be correlated to variations in the elastic modulus, loss modulus, and viscosity of the curing composites.

In Chapter 5, in-situ cure monitoring will be carried out using ultrasonics. The ultrasonic sensing system is composed of high-performance 5 MHz broadband longitudinal or shear piezoelectric UTs, couplants, a novel clad buffer rod which is an ultrasonic waveguide, and an air cooling system. The air cooling system is to cool down the UTs to 60°C or less. A special feed-through will be fabricated to incorporate the electrical wires and cooling pipes into an autoclave, so that ultrasonic monitoring may be performed inside the autoclave. Because of the high performance of the present ultrasonic measurement system, a high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of ultrasonic longitudinal and shear signals can be obtained. The results obtained from the ultrasonic time-delay, attenuation and shear reflection coefficient should exhibit global information concerning the development of the composite material properties starting from gelation, via cure reaction, to cool-down stages. Also, simultaneous in-situ fiber-optic and ultrasonic cure monitoring will be performed to investigate the build-up of residual stresses during processing.

In Chapter 6, conclusions will be drawn based on thermal and ultrasonic characterization of the processed composites, and in-situ fiber-optic and ultrasonic process monitoring of the curing composites. Because much development is still required to transfer our current technology from the laboratory bench to the factory environment, future experimental research work will be proposed.
Chapter 2

**THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PROCESSED GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITES**

One of the most important properties of polymer composites is their thermal behavior, in which some physical parameters of the materials are determined as a function of temperature. The knowledge of this behavior is essential not only for the selection of proper fabrication and processing conditions, but also for the characterization of the composite properties, and for the selection of appropriate end uses.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) tests are selected for this experimental research. DSC is used to determine some characteristic behavior such as the degree of cure $\alpha_{DOC}$, and to study cure kinetics and monitor the onset of gelation and vitrification in the composite resin by measuring heat flow in the composite as a function of temperature or time. DMA is employed to measure key rheological parameters such as storage modulus $E'$, loss modulus $E''$, loss tangent $\delta$ ($=E''/E'$) and glass transition temperature $T_g$, by determining how the composite sample responds to an applied periodic stress as a function of temperature or frequency.

2.1 Fabrication and cure processing of AS4/3501-6 composites

2.1.1 Description of the materials

AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepreg tape is selected for this study, in which the reinforcements are Hercules continuous type AS4 carbon filaments, surface-treated to increase the composite shear and transverse tensile strength, while Hercules 3501-6 epoxy is the composite matrix resin developed to operate in a temperature of up to 176°C [110].
The epoxy content of the prepregs is around 35 wt.%, and their cure state is B-staged\(^1\). This partial cure provides some measure of physical integrity at room temperature, to facilitate handling. The general properties of this type of prepreg tape are summarized in Table 2-1 \([110]\), while a brief description of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy is given in Table 2-2 \([17]\).

**Table 2-1** Typical characteristics of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs \([110]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiber areal weight</td>
<td>150 g/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard width</td>
<td>30.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin content, % by weight</td>
<td>35(\pm)3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel time at 177(^\circ)C</td>
<td>6-12 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile content, % by weight</td>
<td>1% max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf life at room temperature</td>
<td>10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf life at - 18(^\circ)C</td>
<td>12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cured-ply thickness</td>
<td>0.13 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-2** Composition of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy  
(amounts given are in parts per hundred resin) \([17]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epoxide No.1 (H)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curing agent (DDS)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxide No.2 (H)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxide No.3 (H)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF(_3)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) B-stage represents a partially cured and usually vitrified system prior to the gel point, while A-stage represents the initial uncured state characterized by low viscosity, allowing good flow and impregnation of the resin into the reinforcing fiber bundles, and C-Stage the crosslinking state characterized by insolubility and infusibility \([24]\).
2.1.2 Vacuum bagging

All tested composite samples are fabricated by using vacuum bagging and autoclave processing. A typical assembly of a laminate and associated materials for autoclave processing is depicted by Figure 2-1. The region of space containing the laminate is separated from the interior of an autoclave by a membrane, known as the bag, which is closed around periphery of the laminate by a sealing tape. This closed space is connected to the outside of the autoclave by the bag vacuum line. On the inside of the bag is a porous membrane which ensures a continuous gas path for volatiles to escape in applied vacuum and to achieve a uniform distribution of the vacuum over the whole area. The prepreg laminae lie on the aluminum (Al) plate and are covered by a porous release layer. Excess resin exuded from the laminate can be taken up by the absorbing bleeder material.

\[\text{Dry bleeder material}\]

\[\text{Nylon vacuum bag} \quad \text{Release films} \quad \text{Prepreg lay-up}\]

\[\text{Sealing tape} \quad \text{Porous membrane}\]

\[\text{Aluminum plate}\]

**Figure 2-1** Schematic of the autoclave molding assembly

Essentially, the fabrication of AS4/3501-1 Gr/Ep laminate plates can be simplified into a few steps [16]: (1) spray the plate surface of the Al mold with the mold releasing agent; (2) place the stack of prepregs on the plate without covering up the vacuum connection; (3) completely encircle the prepreg stack with bagging adhesive; (4) place a peel-ply and a sheet of Teflon film with regularly spaced pinholes on top of the prepreg stack, preventing bleeder sheets from sticking to the laminate and serving to allow excess
resin to be squeezed out; (5) place the proper number of bleeder sheets; (6) place a continuous vent cloth on top of the layup, extend the cloth over the vacuum line attachment, and make sure the vacuum line is covered completely by the vent cloth; (7) place nylon bagging film over the entire plate, seal it against the bagging adhesive, and allow enough material to permit it to conform to all contours without being punctured; (8) place the plate in an autoclave (Figure 2-2) and attach the vacuum line; (9) turn on the vacuum pump, check for leaks, maintain a vacuum of 25 to 28 mmHg for 20 minutes, and then check again for leaks, and thereafter (10) apply the cure cycle. The whole procedure should be strictly followed, or the quality of the final composite laminates may not satisfy the general requirements for this study.

![Figure 2-2 An autoclave used at the Concordia Center for Composites](image)

The fabrication of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy resin is, on the other hand, slightly different. Before handling this epoxy resin, one must make sure that the material is in a fume hood in case an exotherm occurs, because nasty smoke comes out once there is an exotherm. The procedure can be summarized as follow [111]: (1) place about 90 g chunked epoxy resin into a 300 ml glass beaker; (2) pre-heat the oven connected with the vacuum system to between 95°C to 105°C, dwell for 20 minutes, and then move the beaker into the chamber (to avoid the risk of an exotherm); (3) apply the vacuum, when
the epoxy resin becomes a liquid, to suck out air, moisture and volatiles; (4) because the epoxy resin will foam over in the beaker, when the foam spills over to the top of the beaker, disconnect the vacuum and let the foam collapse; after that, apply the vacuum again until foam occurs again, and disconnect the vacuum; do this many times until there is no more foam, which means that all air, moisture and volatiles have already been sucked out; (5) pour the liquid epoxy resin into the Al mold, then proceed with the normal cure cycle.

The key point here is to strictly control the process time for the removal of entrapped air bubbles in the epoxy resin. This should be achieved normally within 2 hours. Beyond that period, the viscosity of the epoxy resin, because of being partially cured, may significantly increase.

2.1.3 Cure processing

The cure cycle refers to the combination of temperature and pressure cycles, which will be applied to the layup of the prepregs to produce a high-quality laminate. The viscosity of the composite resin varies enormously during the temperature cycle [7,17]. The composite resin will initially behave as a liquid and, with increasing temperature, its viscosity will fall and reach a minimum. As the temperature is further increased, the composite resin passes through a stage known as gelation period, which is associated with the change of phase towards the solid state. During this period, the viscosity of the composite resin dramatically increases. Thereafter, when the crosslinking of the composite resin proceeds, the viscosity gradually increases until full cure is reached.

The manufacturer’s recommended cure process for AS4/3501-6 prepreg consists of two stages, as schematically shown in Figure 2-3 [110]. That is to say, the temperature is increased from the room temperature to the first dwell temperature of 116±2°C at a rate of approximately 2 to 3°C/min., and held there for 60±5 minutes; simultaneously the pressure of 85±5 psi is applied to squeeze out excess resin; thereafter the temperature is increased again to the second dwell temperature of 176±2°C and held there for another 120±5 minutes; pressure of 85±5 or 100±5 psi is applied; the vacuum should be
maintained throughout the whole cure cycle to achieve a uniform pressure on the laminate and to draw out volatiles created during the cure; after the completion of the cure reaction, the pressure should be maintained until the inside temperature has dropped to room temperature, in order to reduce thermal residual stresses inside the composite laminate.

![Figure 2-3 The recommended cure cycle for AS4/3501-6 Graphite/Epoxy composites](image)

Obviously, in the production of the composite laminate, the pertinent processing parameters are time, temperature and pressure. A judicious choice of these three parameters produces a composite which is fully cured, compacted, and of high quality [112]. The first dwell temperature must be chosen to allow the viscosity of the composite resin to be low while keeping curing to a minimum. Isothermal viscosity of the composite resin vs. time profiles are helpful in determining the pot life of the composite resin, the maximum length of time at a specific temperature for the composite resin to remain fluid-like. The first dwell time must be within the pot life of the composite resin at the dwell temperature. Moreover, the most critical period in the process cycle is the second dwell stage, because it allows crosslinking of the composite resin to take place and the mechanical properties of the composite to be fully developed. DSC scans are useful for
providing information about the exothermic crosslinking reaction which takes place, and determining the second dwell temperature and time. A certain minimum temperature must be reached before the crosslinking reaction can commence. Moreover, at low temperatures the cure reaction will take longer and may not proceed to completion. This will not only adversely affect the mechanical performance of the materials, but may not be economically feasible. On the other hand, higher cure temperatures enhance the viscoelastic stress relaxation of chemically induced stresses. However, these higher temperatures will increase thermally induced residual stresses. A compromise must be reached between these two concerns [112].

For simplicity, during the course of this study, the first dwell stage is not of concern, and more emphasis is placed on the second dwell stage. In the following part of the thesis, the second dwelling temperature and time will be referred to as cure temperature and cure time, respectively. We investigate the behavior of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites processed at various cure temperatures (in intervals of 10°C from 146°C to 186°C) or cure time (in intervals of 20 minutes from 60 to 120 minutes) at 176°C. The cure cycle of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy is selected to be the same as that of the prepregs for a reference. However, we should be cautious, before making any comparison; because the thermal history for the pure epoxies may not exactly be the same as that of the prepregs, even though they are processed by using the “same” cure cycle, the epoxy resin in the fiber composite and neat epoxy resin may exhibit different final properties.

2.2 Quality assurance of processed composites

In order to assure the quality of the final composite laminates, all samples must be carefully examined microscopically and ultrasonically. The samples with poor quality should be rejected definitely.
2.2.1 Fraction of porosity

An optical microscope can be used to examine the void content and distribution of graphite fibers inside the samples. The samples used for optical observation can be prepared as follows [16]: (1) cut the sample to expose the desired cross-section; (2) place the sample inside a mounting cup and pour mounting material (using EPOFIX small kit HQ from Struers, Denmark) into the cup; after the mounting material is cured at room temperature for more than 24 hours, the sample is ready for polishing. (3) polish the sample by working through three sandpaper grades (240, 400 and 800), and then proceed to 1 μ, and if necessary, to 0.3 μ particles. (4) when the sample is polished, it is ready to be examined in an optical microscope.

The optical microscopic observation for these samples indicates that (a) the porosity is below 1 vol.%, and (b) the graphite fibers are uniformly distributed. As an example, the optical microstructure of cross-section of laminates with the layup of [(0,90)½]s is shown in Figure 2-4.

2.2.2 Delamination

Ultrasonic C-scan technique is used to examine any possible process-induced delamination inside the samples. The examination is carried out in an immersion tank by using a 10 MHz point focus ultrasonic transducer. The whole measurement is controlled by a computer running the LabVIEW® (National Instrument Co., Austin, TX) application program. The obtained images were processed, and under this spatial resolution of the transducer, no delamination was found.

2.2.3 Density of composites and fraction of graphite fibers

The density of the composite and neat epoxy resin can be determined using a liquid of known density. To do this, the sample is first weighed in air, and then immersed in a liquid. From these two weights, the density of the sample is calculated by:
\[ \rho = \frac{A}{A - B} \cdot \rho_0 \]  

(2-1)

where A and B are the weights of the sample in air and when immersed in a test liquid respectively, and \( \rho_0 \) is the density of the test liquid at a given temperature. In order to eliminate air bubbles which adhere to the submerged sample, a wetting agent such as Echowet\textsuperscript{®} (Sonotech, Inc., Bellingham, WA) is added to the test liquid. The whole test can be performed by using METTLER\textsuperscript{®} electronic balance with the density determination kit.

![Image](x 400)

**Figure 2-4** Microstructure of cross-ply laminate processed by the recommended cure cycle

Once the densities of the composites and their constituents are determined, the weight fraction \( m_f \) and volume fraction \( V_f \) of graphite fibers can be obtained using the following relations:

\[ m_f = \frac{\rho_f (\rho - \rho_0)}{\rho (\rho_f - \rho_0)} \]  

(2-2)

and
\[ V_f = \frac{\rho_c - \rho_m}{\rho_f - \rho_m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-3) \\
\[ V_m = 1 - V_f \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

where subscripts 'c', 'm' and 'f' represent the composite, resin matrix and graphite fibers, respectively. The density of AS4 graphite fibers is \( \rho_c = 1.790 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) [16].

The experimental results in Table 2-3 indicate that the density of the composites and the fraction of graphite fibers from the same batch are very close. However, they indeed have minor fluctuations from one batch to another, due to human and environmental factors.

**Table 2-3 Density and fiber fraction of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process conditions (Cure temperature / time)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>Fraction of fiber (wt.)</th>
<th>Process conditions (Cure temperature / time)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>Fraction of fiber (wt.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>146°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.597</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>176°C/60min.</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.596</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>176°C/80min.</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.605</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>176°C/100min.</td>
<td>1.570</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.603</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.576</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186°C/120min.</td>
<td>1.598</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>176°C/140min.</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The average density of cured Hercules 3501-6 epoxy is 1.269±1 g/cm\(^3\);

2.3 Chemical kinetic analysis of cure processing

Study of cure kinetics using the DSC technique, has been used to assess chemical or thermal stability of epoxy and Gr/Ep prepgres [25-26]. The term DSC refers to the instrumental technique which maintains the measured sample and a reference material isothermal to each other by proper application of electrical energy, as they are heated or cooled at a linear rate. The curve obtained is a recording of heat flow \( dQ/dt \) as a function of temperature or time.

In this study, DSC experiments are undertaken using a TA Differential Scanning Calorimeter, as indicated in Figure 2-5. A sample ranging in weight from 5 to 15 mg is
encapsulated in a standard aluminum (Al) sample pan. The encapsulated sample is placed in a DSC sample holder, while an empty Al sample pan and cover are used as a reference, and then the rate of heat generation $dQ/dt$ from the sample is measured as a function of temperature or time, depending on the selected DSC measurement mode.

![Figure 2-5 TA Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC)](image)

2.3.1 Dynamic DSC analysis

2.3.1.1 Experimental method

In dynamic DSC experiments, a baseline scan is first acquired from room temperature to $260^\circ$C at a heating rate of $5^\circ$C/min. using an empty sample pan. The sample is then placed in the instrument and ramped up using identical conditions to the baseline. The rate of heat generation $dQ/dt$ measured as a function of increasing temperature is recorded, as indicated in Figure 2-6.

This mode can be used to characterize the degree of cure by measuring the residual heat of post-manufactured samples. The residual heat ($\Delta H_{\text{residual}}$) evolved during the completion of the crosslinking can be calculated by the expression:

$$
\Delta H_{\text{residual}} = \int_0^t (dQ/dt)dt
$$

(2-5)
where $t_r$ is the time required to complete the cure reaction.

If $\Delta H_{\text{total}}$ represents the ultimate heat of reaction liberated per gram of uncured sample (e.g. $\alpha_{\text{DOC}} = 0$) when scanned under the same conditions, the degree of cure $\alpha_{\text{DOC}}$ can then be expressed as

$$\alpha_{\text{DOC}} = \frac{\Delta H_{\text{total}} - \Delta H_{\text{resid}}}{{\Delta H_{\text{total}}}}$$

(2-6)

2.3.1.2 Degree of cure for processed composites

The thermal behavior obtained by dynamic DSC measurements for uncured Hercules 3501-6 epoxy, as shown in Figure 2-7, reveals two "humps" in the dQ/dt vs. scanning temperature. This indicates that at least two dominant reactions occur during cure. This was also observed by Springer et al. [17]. For AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs, the same features have been captured. The ultimate heats of reaction $\Delta H_{\text{total}}$ of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepreg are 434.6 ± 19.6 J/g and 162.8 ± 0.2 J/g, respectively.

The final degrees of cure for the epoxies and composite laminates cured by different processing conditions are tabulated in Table 2-4. As expected, the degrees of cure of the epoxies and composites monotonically increase with increasing cure temperature and time. It is also noted that, after being cured for one hour at 176°C, the degree of cure of the sample has achieved a level higher than 95%. This indicates that the cure reaction has essentially fully completed. A further increase in cure process time does not significantly promote the cure reaction. On the other hand, when cure process temperature is varied from 146°C to 186°C, the final degrees of cure for the epoxies and composites also have a significant increase, as indicated in Table 2-4.
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Figure 2-6 Experimental characteristics of dynamic DSC scan
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Figure 2-7 Dynamic DSC characteristics of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy
Table 2-4  Final degree of cure vs. cure conditions
for Hercules 3501-6 epoxies and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hercules 3501-6 epoxies</th>
<th>AS4/3501-6 composites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process conditions</td>
<td>Process conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cure temperature/time)</td>
<td>(Cure temperature/time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146°C/120min.</td>
<td>146°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156°C/120min.</td>
<td>156°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166°C/120min.</td>
<td>166°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186°C/120min.</td>
<td>186°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/60min.</td>
<td>176°C/60min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/80min.</td>
<td>176°C/80min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/100min.</td>
<td>176°C/100min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
<td>176°C/120min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/140min.</td>
<td>176°C/140min.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \alpha_{DOC} = \frac{\Delta H(t^*)}{\Delta H_{total}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-7)

2.3.2 Isothermal DSC analysis

2.3.2.1 Experimental method

The isothermal DSC test has been widely used to model the cure kinetics of polymers, auto-catalyzed and/or n-th order [113]. When temperature dependence of kinetic parameters is known, the degree of cure can be predicted for any temperature history by integration of kinetic equations.

In an isothermal DSC test, the heat flow dQ/dt from the sample is monitored over time. Generally as crosslinking reaction commences, the DSC monitors the release of energy and the dQ/dt is mapped in the exothermic region. After a short period of time the dQ/dt reaches its maximum, and begins to decrease gradually until reaching the baseline (zero heat flow) upon the completion of the reaction. As schematically shown in Figure 2-8, the degree of cure at time t* is found from

\[ \alpha_{DOC} = \frac{\Delta H(t^*)}{\Delta H_{total}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-7)
where \( \Delta H(t^*) = \int_0^{t^*} \frac{dQ}{dt} \) is the area of the partial exotherm up to \( t^* \), and \( \Delta H_{\text{total}} \) the ultimate heat of reaction generated during dynamic scan. The baseline used for the numerical integration of isothermal data is obtained by horizontal extrapolation of the final heat flow data points to intersect with the initial onset of the reaction exotherm.

To obtain the rate of degree of cure \( \frac{d \alpha_{DOC}}{dt} \) at any time, the height of the exotherm from the baseline, \( dQ/dt \), is divided by the ultimate heat of reaction \( \Delta H_{\text{total}} \):

\[
\frac{d \alpha_{DOC}}{dt} = \frac{dQ/dt}{\Delta H_{\text{total}}}
\]

(2-8)

**Isothermal Scan**

![Graph of Isothermal Scan](image)

**Figure 2-8** Experimental characteristics of isothermal DSC scan

Due to the complexity of cure reactions, a phenomenological model is selected for this study because it can capture the major features of the reaction kinetics while ignoring the details of how individual species react with each other.

Phenomenological models for reaction rate have the general formula [20]:
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\[
\frac{d \alpha_{\text{DOC}}}{dt} = Kf(\alpha_{\text{DOC}})
\]  

where \( f(\alpha_{\text{DOC}}) \) represents some function of \( \alpha_{\text{DOC}} \), \( t \) is the reaction time, \( K \) is a specific rate constant at absolute temperature \( T \), having an Arrhenius temperature dependence:

\[
K = Z \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E}{RT}\right)
\]

where \( Z \) is a pre-exponential or frequency factor, \( R \) is the universal gas constant, and \( \Delta E \) is the activation energy.

Many attempts have been made to describe the \( d\alpha_{\text{DOC}}/dt \) vs. \( \alpha_{\text{DOC}} \) relation with a modified Arrhenius type equation; Springer et al. [17] showed that Hercules 3501-6 epoxy resin could be modeled by

\[
\frac{d \alpha_{\text{DOC}}}{dt} = (K_1 + K_2 \alpha_{\text{DOC}})(1 - \alpha_{\text{DOC}})(B - \alpha_{\text{DOC}}) \quad \text{for } \alpha \leq 0.3
\]

and

\[
\frac{d \alpha}{dt} = K_3(1 - \alpha_{\text{DOC}}) \quad \text{for } \alpha > 0.3
\]

in which

\[
K_i = Z_i \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E_i}{RT}\right) \quad (i = 1, 2, 3)
\]

where \( B \) was 0.47, a constant independent of temperature [17]. The constants \( K_1 \), \( K_2 \) and \( B \) were determined by a non-linear least square curve fit, and the constant \( K_3 \) by linear regression.

For the present isothermal DSC tests, a fresh, pre-weighed sample is loaded into the preheated DSC cell. The cell should be heated to the desired isothermal temperature by using an "initial temperature" segment. After the sample is dropped into the cell, the lid, cover, and dome should be replaced as soon as possible [113]. When the displayed temperature is within 4°C of the set temperature, the run should be allowed to proceed, and data acquisition is begun. Data acquisition continues until the reaction rate is negligible (i.e. final baseline returns to linear behavior). Isothermal DSC scans are
performed in intervals of 10°C from 146°C to 186°C. It should be noted that since some of the reaction takes place before the cell and the sample achieve equilibrium, a certain amount of heat remains unrecorded because the onset temperatures of the first exotherm, indicated as the first "hump" in Figure 2-7, is between 100°C to 160°C, which is lower than the isothermal testing temperature. Moreover, data in the range greater than 85% of the area of the exotherm should not be used for the analysis, because the reaction is approaching the diffusion control region.

2.3.2.2 Analysis of cure kinetics

Several experimental observations on the cure kinetics of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs can be made. Figure 2-9 shows the variation of the degree of cure vs. cure time during the isothermal DSC scan. It is noted that as cure process temperature increases, the development of the degree of cure is greatly accelerated, and the time for the completion of the cure reaction is significantly shortened. For Hercules 3501-6 epoxy cured at 176 °C and 186°C, the degrees of cure reach higher than 0.95 after curing for one hour. This means that the cure reaction is fully completed, while when cured at 146°C, the degree of cure only reaches around 0.75 after curing for 2 hours. Other cure temperatures fall between these extremes. Figure 2-10 shows the variation of the rate of degree of cure vs. the cure time during the isothermal DSC scan, indicating that the initial cure reaction proceeds rapidly; afterwards, as the chemical reaction progresses, the reaction rate gradually decreases; eventually, the reaction rate approaches zero as the vitrification of the composite epoxy achieves.

In the present case, the kinetic equations for both auto-catalyzed and/or n-th order reactions are employed to describe the rate of cure reactions. Because there are at least two dominant reactions occurring during the cure, these reactions (represented by the two "humps" in Figure 2-6) cannot be correlated by a single equation [17]. Thus two forms of reaction rate are chosen to provide a proper balance between computational complexity and material versatility. Equation (2-11) is used to describe the auto-catalyzed model, and Equation (2-14) the n-th order model:
\[ \frac{d \alpha_{PDC}}{dt} = K_3(1 - \alpha_{PDC})^n \]  

(2-14)  
in which  
\[ K_3 = Z_3 \exp(-\frac{\Delta E_3}{RT}) \]  

(2-15)  
where \( n \) is reaction order (dimensionless) [113].

For the auto-catalyzed reaction, \( K_1, K_2 \) and \( B \) at \( T \) can be obtained using non-linear regression [17] while for the \( n \)-order reaction, \( K_3 \) and \( n \) at \( T \) are determined using linear regression [113]. Moreover, the activation energy \( \Delta E_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, 3 \)) requires plotting the natural log of \( K \) vs. the inverse of cure temperature. According to Equations (2-13) and (2-15), the result should be a straight line with slope of - \( \Delta E/R \) and intercept of \( \ln(K) \). Figure 2-11 shows the Arrhenius constants for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy, and their dependence on temperature.

Meanwhile, the order of the cure reaction, \( n \), may be a function of temperature. Figure 2-12 shows the plot of \( n \) vs. isothermal temperature \( T \) in \( K \). A curve is fit to the data to determine \( n = f(T) \).

Figure 2-13 indicates the variation of the rate of degree of cure vs. the degree of cure, in which the symbols denote experimental data, whereas the solid lines are numerically generated by the present kinetic model. Obviously, both approaches agree reasonably well with each other, except the transition range between auto-catalyzed and \( n \)-order reactions. Another fact is that the residual error of a non-linear regression for auto-catalyzed reaction analysis is somewhat large, while that of a linear regression for \( n \)-order reaction analysis is much lower. Even so, the present kinetic model has captured the major features of these cure reactions. The values of these constants are listed in Table 2-5. In comparison with Springer’s results [17], the difference may be ascribed to the fact that the epoxy used for Springer’s experiments may not have had exactly the same composition as the one used in the present experiments.
Figure 2-9 Degree of cure vs. cure process time for (a) Hercules 3501-6 epoxies and (b) AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs
Figure 2-10 Rate of degree of cure vs. cure process time for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy

Once the expression of the rate of reaction is determined, the degree of cure at any time given a prescribed temperature history may be obtained by integrating Equations (2-11) and (2-14) [20]:

\[
a_{\text{DOC}}(t^*) = \int_0^t \frac{d}{d\tau} a_{\text{DOC}}(\tau) d\tau
\]

In the case of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy,

\[
t = \frac{a}{K_2} \ln(1 + \frac{K_i}{K_1} a_{\text{DOC}}) - b \ln(1 - a_{\text{DOC}}) - c \ln(1 - \frac{a_{\text{DOC}}}{B}) \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_c \tag{2-17}
\]

and

\[
t = t_c + \frac{1}{K_2(1-n)} [(1 - a_{\text{DOC}})^{1-n} - (1 - a_{\text{DOC},c})^{1-n}] \quad \text{for} \quad t > t_c \tag{2-18}
\]

in which [17]

\[
a = K_2^2 (B - 1) / d \\
b = (K_i + K_2 B) / d \\
c = -(K_i + K_2) / d \\
d = (K_i + K_2) \left\{ K_i B^2 + (K_i - K_2) B - K_i \right\}
\]

(2-19)
and $\alpha_{DOC.C}$ and $t_c$ are the specific degree of cure and cure time when the $n$-order reaction starts.

Figure 2-11 Arrhenius plot for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy
(natural log(K) vs. inverse temperature)
(continued)
Figure 2-11 Arrhenius plot for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy
(natural log(K) vs. inverse temperature)
(completed)

\[ \ln(K_3) = 15.057 - \frac{8.132}{T} \]
\[ \Delta E = 67.609 \text{ kJ/mol} \]

Figure 2-12 Order of reaction n vs. isothermal temperature T in K for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy

\[ n = 43.76 - 0.1846T + 2 \times 10^{-4}T^2 \]
Figure 2-13 Rate of degree of cure vs. degree of cure for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy
(the symbols denote experimental data, whereas the solid lines represent the model)

Table 2-5 The values of the constants in Equations (2-10), (2-12), (2-13) and (2-14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Type of Cure reaction</th>
<th>Constants in Equations</th>
<th>Present results</th>
<th>Springer’s results [17]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hercules 3501-6 epoxy</td>
<td>Auto-catalyzed</td>
<td>$Z_1 \text{ (min}^{-1}\text{)}$</td>
<td>$1.807 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$2.101 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$Z_2 \text{ (min}^{-1}\text{)}$</td>
<td>$2.880 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$-2.014 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta E_1 \text{ (kJ/mol)}$</td>
<td>63.79</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta E_2 \text{ (kJ/mol)}$</td>
<td>140.18</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-order</td>
<td>$Z_3 \text{ (min}^{-1}\text{)}$</td>
<td>$3.461 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.960 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta E_3 \text{ (kJ/mol)}$</td>
<td>67.61</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$43.76 - 0.1846T + 2 \times 10^{-4}T^2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Dynamic mechanical properties

The properties of polymer composites depend strongly on both temperature and time. This exactly reflects their viscoelastic nature, which refers to the behavior similar to
both viscous liquid, in which the rate of deformation is proportional to the applied force, and purely elastic solid, in which the deformation is proportional to the applied force [27,28]. A knowledge of viscoelastic behavior of the polymer composites is essential to an understanding of both processing and end-use properties [114]. A dynamic mechanical analyzer is used for precisely such purposes.

In general, dynamic mechanical properties may be characterized by storage modulus $E'$, loss modulus $E''$, and loss $\tan \delta$, etc. Dynamic mechanical properties are very sensitive to the features of the molecular structure of polymer chains and the morphology of bulk materials, for example, glass transitions, local motion of molecular groups in, or attached to, the polymer chain, etc. [28].

In this part of the Chapter, the investigation of dynamic modulus $E^*$ and loss $\tan \delta$ over a wide range of temperatures has proven to be very useful in studying their relations to end-use performance. These dynamic parameters have been also used to determine the glass transition region of the end materials.

2.4.1 Background

Dynamic mechanical testing is based on the fundamentally different responses of viscous and elastic elements to a sinusoidally varying stress or strain [28]. The applied force and the resulting deformation both vary sinusoidally with time, the rate usually being specified by the frequency $f$ or angular frequency $\omega=2\pi f$. For linear viscoelastic behavior, the strain will alternate sinusoidally but will be out of phase with the stress, as shown in Figure 2-14 [28]. This phase lag results from the time necessary for molecular rearrangements, and is associated with relaxation phenomena.

The stress $\sigma$ and strain $\varepsilon$ can be expressed as follows:

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 \sin(\omega t + \delta) \quad (2-20)$$

and

$$\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \sin(\omega t) \quad (2-21)$$
where \( \delta \) is the phase angle. Expanding Equation (2-20) yields:

\[
\sigma = \sigma_0 \sin\omega t \cos \delta + \sigma_0 \cos\omega t \sin \delta \tag{2-22}
\]

The stress can be considered to consist of two components, one \( 0^\circ \) in phase with strain (\( \sigma_0 \cos \delta \)) and the other \( 90^\circ \) out of phase (\( \sigma_0 \sin \delta \)). When these are divided by the strain, we can separate the modulus into an in-phase (real) and out-of-phase (imaginary) component [28]. These relationships are

\[
\sigma = \varepsilon_0 E' \sin \omega t + \varepsilon_0 E'' \cos \omega t \tag{2-23}
\]

where

\[
E' = \frac{\sigma_0}{\varepsilon_0} \cos \delta \quad \text{and} \quad E'' = \frac{\sigma_0}{\varepsilon_0} \sin \delta \tag{2-24}
\]

![Figure 2-14](image)

**Figure 2-14** Relations between various parameters used to express the results of a dynamic mechanical measurement [28]

The real part of modulus \( E' \) is called the storage modulus, because it is related to the storage of energy as potential energy, and its release in periodic deformation. The imaginary part of the modulus \( E'' \) is called the loss modulus, and is associated with the dissipation of energy as heat when the materials are deformed. The complex representation \( E^* \) for the moduli \( E' \) and \( E'' \) can be defined as
\[ E^* = E' + jE'' \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-25)

in which \( E^* \) is called a complex or dynamic modulus, and the phase angle \( \delta \) can be expressed as

\[ \tan \delta = \frac{E''}{E'} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-26)

where \( \tan \delta \) is called the loss tangent.

Moreover, the glass transition temperature \( T_g \) of the composite epoxy is also one of the important properties. Perhaps the simplest of many definitions of \( T_g \) is the temperature below which the polymer is glassy and above which it is rubbery. This description applies strictly only to amorphous polymers. The molecular interpretation of \( T_g \) is the temperature of the onset of large-scale motion of molecular chain segments. At very low temperatures, near absolute zero, chains of atoms undergo only low-amplitude vibratory motion around fixed positions. As the temperature is raised, both the amplitude and the cooperative nature of these vibrations among neighboring atoms increase, until at a well-defined transition at temperature \( T_g \), segmental motion becomes possible, and the material becomes leathery or rubbery. Around \( T_g \), the chain segments can undergo cooperative rotational, translational, and diffusional motions [27,28,114,115].

2.4.2 Experimental method

Dynamic mechanical (rheological) tests are performed by using the TA 983 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA), as the one shown in Figure 2-15, in fixed frequency mode at 1 Hz and with 0.20 mm oscillation amplitude. In order to carry out this measurement, a rectangular specimen, heated from 60°C to 260°C at a rate of 5°C/min., is clamped at each end. A flexural bending motion is induced on one end while the specimen's response is measured at the other end. The dependence of \( E' \), \( E'' \), loss tan \( \delta \) and \( T_g \) of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite on temperature are evaluated. However, it should be noted that when the \( T_g \)'s are used to characterize glass transition temperatures of the composites, the presence of graphite fibers and the angle of
the layups indeed complicate the characterization, because they induce extra energy dissipation during DMA testing. In order to consistently use the above \( T_g \) definition, in the case of composites, the \( T_g \)s will be implied by a prefix "apparent". The \( T_g \)s of the epoxies and composites are hereby experimentally determined by the temperature under which the loss modulus \( E'' \) is maximized.

![Image of TA 983 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA)](image)

**Figure 2-15** TA 983 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA)

2.4.3 Results and discussion

2.4.3.1 Effect of cure temperature

The dependence of \( E' \) and loss tan \( \delta \) of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite, processed at different cure temperatures at intervals of 10°C from 146°C to 186°C, on DMA scanning temperature is presented in Figure 2-16. It is seen that all tested samples experience: (1) with increasing temperature, the \( E' \) decreases while loss tan \( \delta \) increases; (2) in the range of glass transition, \( E' \) drops sharply whereas loss tan \( \delta \) achieves a maximum value; the corresponding \( T_g \)s of the tested samples can be deduced from the temperatures achieving maximum \( E'' \); (3) after the transition, the tested samples
have rubber-like behavior, which, however, is not of concern in the present study. It is also noted that for the epoxy cured at 146°C, its tan δ curve exhibits a double “humps”, as indicated in Figure 2-16(a). The reason may be ascribed to that the cure temperature for the sample cured at 146°C is so lower that the sample is quite undercure, and thus the sample will continue curing when the DMA scanning temperature becomes higher than the cure temperature (146°C).

All results are tabulated in Table 2-6. It can be observed that when the cure process temperature increases in intervals of 10°C from 146°C to 186°C, the Tg's of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 composite with the layup of [9016] are dramatically increased by around 55°C and 74°C, respectively, indicating that increasing cure process temperature significantly influences the Tg's of the samples. Meanwhile, the values of maximum loss tan δ reduce and their location noticeably shifts to higher temperature with increasing cure temperature, as exhibited in Figure 2-16. It is understood [27,28,114] that glass transition is related to the motion of molecular chains; increasing cure process temperature accelerates the crosslink reaction, thus reducing the damping property and increasing the Tg's of the materials, by introducing restrictions on molecular motion of chains.

Furthermore, the Tg's and maximum loss tan δ are disturbed by the presence of graphite fibers. For instance, the Tg's obtained by testing the beams with the layup of [016] are generally higher than that of the beams with the layup of [9016], while the maximum loss tan δ obtained by testing the beams with the layup of [016] are generally lower than that of the beams with the layup of [9016], as indicated in Figure 2-17.

Moreover, as seen in Table 2-6, the difference in Tg between the epoxies and composites processed by the “same” cure cycle may be ascribed to their different thermal history and effect of the graphite fibers.
2.4.3.2 Effect of cure time

The length of cure time, while held at 176°C, also affects the dynamic mechanical properties of the materials, as shown in Figure 2-18. The experimental results are tabulated in Table 2-6.

Although after curing for one hour at 176°C, the degree of cure of the epoxies and composites reaches to around 0.95, their $T_g$s, for another one hour curing, still exhibit a noticeable increase by about 21°C and 6°C, respectively. This suggests that the development of the $T_g$ may lag behind the degree of cure during processing.

**Table 2-6** The $T_g$s of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite beams with the layups of [90$_{16}$] or [0$_{16}$]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process conditions (Cure temperature / cure time)</th>
<th>$T_g$ of 3501-6 epoxy beam (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ of AS4/3501-6 beam with layup of [90$_{16}$] (°C)</th>
<th>$T_g$ of AS4/3501-6 beam with layup of [0$_{16}$] (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>146°C/120 min.</td>
<td>160±0</td>
<td>160±3</td>
<td>166±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156°C/120 min.</td>
<td>190±1</td>
<td>178±3</td>
<td>193±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166°C/120 min.</td>
<td>211±0</td>
<td>198±3</td>
<td>208±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/120 min.</td>
<td>225±2</td>
<td>206±1</td>
<td>218±3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186°C/120 min.</td>
<td>234±1</td>
<td>213±1</td>
<td>229±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/60 min.</td>
<td>204±1</td>
<td>205±2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/80 min.</td>
<td>211±0</td>
<td>209±1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/100 min.</td>
<td>212±1</td>
<td>212±1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176°C/120 min.</td>
<td>225±2</td>
<td>211±2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2-16 DMA characteristics of (a) Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and (b) AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep laminate with the layup of [90₁₆] processed by different cure temperatures
Figure 2-17 The $T_g$ and maximum loss tan $\delta$ of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite beams with different layups, as a function of cure process temperature

2.5 Summary

The DSC and DMA characterization shows that:

(1) Cure temperature profoundly affects the degree of cure during the curing process. As cure temperature increases, the degree of cure increases, while the time for the completion of the cure reaction decreases. At cure temperatures of 176°C and 186°C, the cure reaction is almost fully completed after one hour, while after curing for 2 hours at 146°C, the degree of cure only reaches around 70%. The degree of cure measured at 156°C and 166°C falls between these extremes.
Figure 2-18 DMA characteristics of (a) Hercules 3501-6 epoxies and (b) AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep laminates with layups of [90_{18}] processed by different cure times
(1) From isothermal DSC measurement in intervals of 10°C from 146°C to 186°C, the kinetics of the cure reaction of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepreg is investigated. The analytical results demonstrate that modified Springer's equations can be used to describe the observed cure kinetics of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy. The initial stage of the curing is dominated by an auto-catalyzed reaction:

\[
\frac{d \alpha_{DOC}}{dt} = (K_1 + K_2 \alpha_{DOC})(1 - \alpha_{DOC})(B - \alpha_{DOC})
\]

and the later stage by an n-order reaction:

\[
\frac{d \alpha_{DOC}}{dt} = K_3 (1 - \alpha_{DOC})^n(T)
\]

The obtained kinetic equations can be used to predict the rate of cure reaction and the degree of cure at any cure time.

(3) Increasing cure temperature causes a noticeable decrease in the values of loss tan δ of the processed epoxies and composites, and a profound increase in T_g by around 55°C and 74°C, respectively. At the cure temperature of 176°C, after being cured for one hour, although the development of the degree of cure of the materials has been fully completed, during another one hour of curing, the T_g's of the epoxies and composites are still increased by around 21°C and 6°C, respectively.

Both DSC and DMA results are consistent. These results exhibit an interesting phenomenon that after curing for one hour at 176°C, the degree of cure of the epoxies and composites is almost fully developed, whereas their T_g's still keep increasing during further cure processing. The reason could be ascribed to that during the cure processing, after the curing composite resin vitrifies (that is, the glass transition temperature of the resin is higher than cure temperature), the cure reaction becomes diffusion-controlled, and slow-down. That is why usually post-curing procedure is performed to ensure that the ultimate glass transition temperature be achieved.

Moreover, the recommended cure time at 176°C was 2 hours, but the DSC results indicate that at that cure temperature, one hour of curing is enough in terms of the development of degree of cure. Since the degree of cure is the indication of the extent of
chemical reactivity, is it a good indicator to determine the "end-of-cure" during the cure processing? This will be further addressed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3

ULTRASONIC EVALUATION OF PROCESSED GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITES

3.1 Introduction

The ultrasonic technique is known to have the capability to characterize elastic properties of a composite, by using densities of composite and phase velocities of elastic waves which propagate in various directions in the composite. Although ultrasonic methods for determining elastic properties have a relatively short history compared to mechanical testing methods, these techniques are being rapidly developed because of their high accuracy, especially for measuring shear properties [79-87]. Moreover, all elastic constants of a single sample may be obtained by ultrasonic measurement. Since we seek changes of epoxy-matrix dominated mechanical properties resulting from different cure processes, the high sensitivity of ultrasonically measured shear properties becomes critical. Also, the velocity dispersion and attenuation of ultrasonic waves may be used to characterize viscoelastic properties of a composite [102, 103].

The investigation in this Chapter is an attempt to determine the mechanical properties which can monitor variations in cure processing. Such measures may thereafter be taken as process monitoring parameters during the course of composite fabrication.
3.2 Ultrasonic anisotropic evaluation

3.2.1 Christoffel's equation

Wave propagation in a composite material is mathematically more complex than in an isotropic material. It has been studied by many investigators [79-98, 116]. The algorithm used for obtaining elastic constants from bulk acoustic wave phase velocities in an arbitrary direction of a measured sample is Christoffel's equation [85, 116]. Since linear elastic behavior is assumed, an arbitrary wave can be decomposed into its harmonic components, and all frequency components travel with the same velocity (non-dispersion). It is thus sufficient to consider these components separately. We can just consider a plane harmonic wave propagating inside a bulk material. The displacement of a plane harmonic wave is

$$u_m = U_m \exp[kj(n_i x_i - V t)]$$

(3-1)

where $k$ is the wave number, $j$ the unit imaginary number, $n_i$ the direction cosines of the normal to the wave front, $U_m$ the displacement amplitude, and $V$ the phase speed. If a small displacement is assumed, the constitutive equation of stress ($\sigma_{ij}$) and strain ($\varepsilon_{ij}$) tensors for a generally anisotropic material may be expressed in the form

$$\sigma_{ij} = C_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl}$$

(3-2)

where $C_{ijkl}$ is the stiffness tensor of the material, and $\varepsilon_{kl} = u_{k,j} + u_{l,k}$. Substituting Equations (3-1) and (3-2) into the equation of motion for displacement in a perfectly elastic homogeneous anisotropic medium with no body force,

$$\frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_j} = \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_i}{\partial t^2}$$

(3-3)

yields the following Christoffel's eigenvalue equation:

$$(C_{ijkl} n_i n_j - \rho V^2 \delta_{ik}) U_k = 0$$

(3-4)

where $\delta_{ik}$ is the Kronecker delta and $\rho$ the density of the material. If the contracted Voigt notation [11] is used to express the stress-strain relation in the form of the matrix equation, the stress-strain relationship for orthotropic materials, in which the 21 constants may be reduced to 9, is expressed in the form of
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_1 \\
\sigma_2 \\
\sigma_3 \\
\sigma_4 \\
\sigma_5 \\
\sigma_6
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{23} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{13} & C_{23} & C_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & C_{44} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{55} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{66}
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix}
\epsilon_1 \\
\epsilon_2 \\
\epsilon_3 \\
\epsilon_4 \\
\epsilon_5 \\
\epsilon_6
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3-5)

where \([C_{ij}]\) is the stiffness matrix, and the subscripts 1, 2, 3 denote the principal material axes. Then, Equation (3-4) takes the form of

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\Gamma_{11} - \rho V^2 & \Gamma_{12} & \Gamma_{13} \\
\Gamma_{12} & \Gamma_{22} - \rho V^2 & \Gamma_{23} \\
\Gamma_{13} & \Gamma_{23} & \Gamma_{33} - \rho V^2
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix}
U_1 \\
U_2 \\
U_3
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3-6)

where the \(\Gamma_{ij}\)'s are so-called Christoffel's stiffnesses, given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_{11} &= n_1^2 C_{11} + n_2^2 C_{66} + n_3^2 C_{55} \\
\Gamma_{22} &= n_1^2 C_{66} + n_2^2 C_{22} + n_3^2 C_{44} \\
\Gamma_{33} &= n_1^2 C_{55} + n_2^2 C_{44} + n_3^2 C_{33}
\end{align*}
\] (3-7)

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_{12} &= n_1 n_2 (C_{12} + C_{66}) \\
\Gamma_{23} &= n_2 n_3 (C_{23} + C_{44}) \\
\Gamma_{13} &= n_1 n_3 (C_{13} + C_{55})
\end{align*}
\] (3-7)

A nontrivial solution of the homogeneous system of Equation (3-6) exists when the determinant of the square matrix vanishes, and it takes the form of the following determinantal equation:

\[
\det\begin{vmatrix}
\Gamma_{11} - \rho V^2 & \Gamma_{12} & \Gamma_{13} \\
\Gamma_{12} & \Gamma_{22} - \rho V^2 & \Gamma_{23} \\
\Gamma_{13} & \Gamma_{23} & \Gamma_{33} - \rho V^2
\end{vmatrix} = 0
\] (3-8)

which is cubic in \(V^2\) [85, 94].

In general, the components of the stiffness tensor for orthotropic symmetry are composed of 9 independent elastic constants, but this number may be further reduced
where there is more symmetry in the material. For example, since a unidirectional graphite/epoxy composite laminate could be considered as transversely isotropic, its stiffness matrix (3-9) holds true [11]:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{12} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{22} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{22} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & (C_{22} - C_{23})/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{66} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{66}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3-9)

in which, only 5 elastic constants \(C_{11}, C_{22}, C_{12}, C_{23}\) and \(C_{66}\) are independent. Once the 5 stiffness components are known, the engineering elastic constants can be obtained in terms of compliance matrix \([S_{ij}] = [C_{ij}]^{-1}\):

1. the axial and transverse Young’s Moduli:

\[
E_1 = \frac{1}{S_{11}} = \frac{C}{C_{22}^2 - C_{23}^2},
\]

\[
E_2 = \frac{1}{S_{22}} = \frac{C}{C_{11}C_{22} - C_{12}^2} = E_3
\]

(3-10)

2. the shear moduli:

\[
G_{12} = \frac{1}{S_{66}} = C_{66} = G_{31},
\]

\[
G_{33} = \frac{1}{S_{44}} = C_{44}
\]

(3-11)

and (3) Poisson’s ratios:

\[
\nu_{23} = \frac{C_{12}}{C_{22} + C_{23}},
\]

\[
\nu_{32} = \frac{C_{11}C_{23} - C_{12}^2}{C_{11}C_{22} - C_{12}^2},
\]

(3-12)

where \(C = (C_{22} - C_{23})[C_{11}(C_{22} + C_{23}) - 2C_{12}^2].\)
As seen in Equation (3-6), there are three different waves traveling with different velocities in an anisotropic material. These three waves are usually not pure modes since each wave generally has particle displacement components both parallel and perpendicular to the wave normal. However, one of these components is usually much larger than the other, and thus the wave with a large parallel component is called quasi-longitudinal (QL mode), whereas the other two waves with large perpendicular components are called quasi-shear (QS mode) [116].

Therefore, by making a sufficient number of measurements for different propagation directions, it is possible to determine all stiffness components of a composite. Of course, a detailed computation of stiffness components is tedious and requires a nonlinear least-square fit of the data to the predictions of a model for wave propagation.

3.2.2. Experimental technique

The determination of the elastic constants of a unidirectional laminate, which is the basic building block of composite laminates and structures, is especially important because this characterization allows the prediction of the properties of any multidirectional laminates [12]. A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system \((x_1, x_2, x_3)\) attached to this unidirectional laminate is schematically shown in Figure 3-1. For the plane 2-3, which is the plane of transverse isotropy, thus, \(n_1 = 0\), \(n_2^2 + n_3^2 = 1\), Christoffel's characteristic equation (3-8) reduces to

\[
(C_{22} - \rho V^2)(C_{44} - \rho V^2)(C_{66} - \rho V^3) = 0
\]  

(3-13)

The waves with the velocities of \((C_{22}/\rho)^{1/2}\) and \((C_{44}/\rho)^{1/2}\) are pure longitudinal and shear, respectively, and are polarized in the plane 2-3. The third wave with velocity of \((C_{66}/\rho)^{1/2}\) is also pure shear, but is polarized normal to the plane 2-3.
In the case of the plane 1-3, \( n_1^2 + n_3^2 = 1, \ n_2 = 0 \), the characteristic equation (3-8) can be then reduced to

\[
(n_1^2 C_{66} + n_3^2 C_{44} - \rho V^2)\left( (n_1^2 C_{66} + n_3^2 C_{22} - \rho V^2)(n_1^2 C_{11} + n_3^2 C_{66} - \rho V^2) - n_1^2 n_3^2 (C_{12} + C_{66})^2 \right) = 0
\]

(3-14)

The factor which is linear in \( V^2 \) leads to pure shear polarized normal to the plane 1-3. The solution of the factor which is quadratic in \( V^2 \) gives the velocities of two other waves which are, in general, quasi-longitudinal (QL) and quasi-shear (QS) and are polarized in the plane 1-3. Therefore, provided the measurement is made in both planes 1-3 and 2-3, a complete characterization will be possible since all the 5 constants are involved for these modes.

![Figure 3-1 Coordinate system attached to a unidirectional laminate](image)

**Figure 3-1** Coordinate system attached to a unidirectional laminate

Anisotropy of a composite may be characterized by ultrasonic immersion testing using the mode conversion phenomenon, as indicated in Figure 3-2. The phase velocities of the sample, which are directly related to the elastic properties of the sample, can be deduced from the measured time delay and the direction of energy flux by the line scanning with a receiving transducer. The temperature is monitored throughout the whole experiment.
Currently, the measured sample is a unidirectional laminate with transverse isotropy. Its slowness curve (inverse velocity curves) can be depicted by Figure 3-3 [87]. The plane 2-3 is a plane with transverse isotropy; it is analogous to that for an isotropic medium with three (not two) concentric circular sheets corresponding to pure-mode longitudinal and pure-mode shear propagation, in which the mode with pure shear, but polarized normal to the plane 2-3 cannot be generated by mode conversion. Meanwhile, in the plane 1-3, the mode with pure shear polarized normal to the plane 1-3 is not excited.

Figure 3-2 Immersion tank used for anisotropic measurement

Unidirectional laminates with the layup of 16-ply are selected for this study. The cure cycles are applied according to Section 2.1.3 in Chapter 2. The post-manufactured samples are mechanically cut into rectangular plates with approximate dimensions of 100 mm (L) x 100 mm (W) x 16 ply (T). The thickness of each sample is precisely measured with a micrometer. Their density and fraction of graphite fibers are tabulated in Table 2-3,
indicating that the fluctuation of the density of the samples and fraction of graphite fibers can be neglected.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3-3 Slowness curves for a unidirectional Gr/Ep composite [87]

The measurement technique is described in Figure 3-4. A measured sample is held on a turntable, which can be adjusted to change the angles of incidence. A 5 MHz ultrasonic transducer is used to launch a wave beam toward the sample, and another identical ultrasonic transducer is used to collect the ultrasonic waves which are transmitted through the sample. The receiving transducer is mounted in a fixture attached to a computer-driven micropositioner which has three translational and two rotational degrees of freedom. The precision of ultrasonic measurement of anisotropic elastic constants is very sensitive to the alignments of the ultrasonic transducers, the measured sample and the positioners. The details are described in Appendix I. Afterward, the ultrasonic signals received are digitized at a sampling rate of 250 MHz, and averaged 10 times to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.
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Figure 3-4 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic anisotropic measurement.

T is the transmitting transducer, and R is the receiving transducer.

The measurements are carried out in both planes 1-3 and 2-3 of the sample. When the plane 1-3 is the plane of incidence, the critical angle\(^1\) of QL wave is near 10°, whereas when the plane 2-3 is the plane of incidence, the critical angle of QL wave is around 30°. The ultrasonic waveform vs. the angle of incidence is shown in Figure 3-5. For the plane 2-3, the circular pattern on the slowness of phase velocity will be experimentally observed, indicating that the phase velocities for QL and QS modes are constants; therefore, they are transversely isotropic. This validates the assumption that unidirectional laminates currently used can be regarded as transversely isotropic material.

---

\(^1\) The critical angle condition for anisotropic material is that the propagation of the energy flux of the elastic wave in the solid be parallel to the surface (90° refraction angle for energy flux), which does not necessarily mean 90° refraction for the phase velocity. (Henneke II, E. G. and G. L. Jones, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 59, 1976:204-205)
Figure 3-5 Ultrasonic waveforms obtained from a unidirectional AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep laminate cured at 176°C for 2 hrs. in (a) incidence plane 1-3 (b) plane 2-3
During the measurements, the phase velocity $V_p(\theta_r)$ in the sample for wave propagation at refraction angle $\theta_r$ can be deduced as a function of incident direction in terms of the time-of-flight measurement [80]:

$$V_p(\theta_r) = \left( \frac{1}{V_0^2} - \frac{\Delta t \cos \theta_r}{hV_0} + \frac{(\Delta t)^2}{4h^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \tag{3-15}$$

with refraction angle

$$\theta_r = \sin^{-1}\left( \frac{V_p(\theta_r) \sin \theta_i}{V_0} \right) \tag{3-16}$$

where $\Delta t = t_0 - t(\theta_i)$ is the time-of-flight difference between the reference $t_0$ (through fluid) and through the sample $t(\theta_i)$ (at angle $\theta_i$), and $\theta_i$ is the incidence angle, as illustrated in Figure 3-6, and where $h$ is the thickness of the sample and $V_0$ is the velocity of the ultrasonic wave in fluid. Accurate estimation of phase velocities for each mode along its own direction can thus be made.

---

**Figure 3-6** Schematic diagram of fluid-reference ultrasonic testing

where $V_g$ and $V_p$ denote the group and phase velocities, respectively [80]
Varying the incidence angle according to Snell’s refraction law provides numerous directions from QL and QS modes in the sample. The elastic properties of the composite can then be reconstructed by minimizing the sum of the squares of the deviations between the experimental and the calculated velocities, considering the elastic constants as variables, e.g.

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{(V_{i}^e)^2} - \frac{1}{(V_{i}^c)^2} \right)^2
\]  
(3-17)

where \( m \) is the number of measurements of velocities in different directions, \( V^e \) and \( V^c \) are the experimental and the calculated phase velocities, respectively. The full set of elastic constants can be, therefore, restructured from the phase velocities [94].

The accuracy of the measured elastic constants is a major concern. In the current experimental setup, during the ultrasonic scan of the plane 1-3, the incidence angle cannot be larger than the critical angle over which the incidence wave energy is totally reflected from the sample surface. Since \( C_{11} \) does not play a major role in the range of the angles scanned, due to the fact that its contribution is mostly concentrated around the 1-direction, its value cannot be accurately evaluated. In addition, \( G_{23} \) is dependent on \( C_{44} \), which is only related with the shear wave in the plane 2-3. Therefore, its standard deviation is generally less than 1%. Furthermore, \( E_2 \) is determined by

\[
E_2 = \frac{(C_{22} - C_{23}) \left( (C_{22} + C_{23}) - 2C_{12}\left(\frac{C_{12}}{C_{11}}\right) \right)}{C_{22} - C_{12}\left(\frac{C_{12}}{C_{11}}\right)}
\]  
(3-18)

where \( C_{22} \) is only related to the longitudinal wave in the plane 2-3. The error associated with this value is less than 0.5%. Because of the high anisotropy of uniaxially aligned, high-modulus graphite fibers, \( C_{12}/C_{11}<<1 \), the inaccuracy in \( C_{11} \) has thus little influence on the accuracy of \( E_2 \) evaluation. Thus, \( E_2 \) may be evaluated with a reasonable accuracy.
On the other hand, owing to the insensitivity of relative wave velocity to the magnitude of \( G_{12} \), the uncertainty of this component is large.

Moreover, during the measurements of acoustic velocities for anisotropic materials, it is important to note the difference between phase velocity \( V_p \) and group velocity \( V_g \), referred to as the propagation velocity of energy flux. For an anisotropic material, wave propagation direction does not generally coincide with the direction of energy flux due to the normal-shear coupling \([116]\). The confusion between group velocity \( V_g \) and phase velocity \( V_p \) may raise serious questions about the correctness of the technique. Kim \([88-90]\) has developed an algorithm to restructure all elastic constants from \( V_g \)'s. This provides another approach to evaluate the anisotropy of a composite.

The next concern when dealing with fibrous composites is a frequency-dependent propagation velocity because of inhomogeneity. Ultrasonic attenuation of fibrous composite materials is generally high. Thus, effects of both velocity dispersion and frequency-dependent attenuation probably cause changes in a pulse shape as it propagates through a composite, making time delay measurement slightly difficult.

The last, but not least, concern is that one must distinguish between the macroscopic elastic constants and those of the micro-structural components, and in order to measure the macroscopic constants, the probing wavelength must exceed by a sufficient margin of the macroscopic constants. Hence, a working frequency, for example, 5.0 MHz ultrasonic transducer, which corresponds to a wavelength of about 0.5 mm, may be suitable for the current measurement.

3.2.3 Results and discussion

The dependence of engineering elastic moduli of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite on cure temperature is shown in Figure 3-7. These figures clearly indicate that while increasing the cure temperature up to \( 176^\circ C \), the moduli of the composite gradually increase, but when exceeding \( 176^\circ C \), the moduli exhibit a small
drop. The reason for this drop is not so clear. Lee et al. [117] showed that over-cure due to temperature over-shoot may deteriorate the final moduli of the composite. However, it is not sure whether their conclusion is suited for our case. Obviously more experimental study is needed. On the other hand, as indicated in Figure 3-7(a), the variation of moduli of the epoxy with cure temperature monotonically increases throughout the whole cure temperature range, from 146°C to 186°C. Furthermore, when cured at the temperature of 176°C, the dependence of the engineering elastic moduli of the epoxy and composite on cure time is shown in Figure 3-8. After curing for one hour at 176°C, the moduli of the composite still maintain a detectable increase of 5% during another 1 hour and 20 minutes curing, even though the degree of cure, at that period, varies only little. The mechanism for such an increase in moduli of the composite after nearly full development of degree of cure is not so clear. One possible reason may be ascribed to the contribution of the development of interface between graphite fibers and epoxy matrix. On contrary, the moduli of the epoxy, after curing for one hour and 20 minutes, show no change from further curing, as shown in Figure 3-8(a).

Obviously, cure temperature is a more critical process parameter than cure time. The experimental results also indicate that the manufacturer's recommended cure cycle applied for AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs is acceptable for the present processing.

3.2.4 Line-Focus-Beam (LFB) acoustic microscope

In order to obtain in-plane properties of a composite laminate, for example $C_{11}$, another ultrasonic measurement method, the Line-Focus-Beam acoustic microscope (LFB) [100] illustrated in Figure 3-9(a), has been introduced. This technique measures the velocities of the leaky surface-skimming compressional wave (LSSCW), which is assimilated to a longitudinal wave propagating along the surface of the sample. LSSCW can be excited and received by defocusing, i.e. reducing the distance between the focused (lens) transducer and the sample surface to values shorter than the focal length. In that case, the focused transducer radiates an angular spectrum of plane waves, one of which is
incident on the interface at the longitudinal wave critical angle. Part of the incident
energy is thus efficiently converted into a surface skimming compressional wave which
propagates along the surface of the sample. This wave is shortly converted back into a
wave propagating in the surrounding water and then picked up by the transducer.

If \( D \) denotes the reflected wave and \( \theta_{LSSCW} \) denotes the critical angle of a
LSSCW, from each wave's propagation in Figure 3-9(a), the arrival times of pulses \( D \) and
LSSCW are

\[
t_D = \frac{2(F - z)}{V_w} \tag{3-19}
\]

and

\[
t_{LSSCW} = \frac{2(F - \frac{z}{\cos \theta_{LSSCW}})}{V_w} + \frac{2z \tan \theta_{LSSCW}}{V_{LSSCW}} \tag{3-20}
\]

respectively [100], where

\[
\theta_{LSSCW} = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{V_w}{V_{LSSCW}}\right) \tag{3-21}
\]

is the critical angle, \( F \) is the focal length of the transducer, \( z \) is the defocus distance from
the focal plane, \( V_w \) is the longitudinal wave velocity of the coupling water, and \( V_{LSSCW} \) is
the LSSCW velocity of the sample. For a given sample, \( \theta_{LSSCW} \) and \( V_w \) are constants. It is
noted that Equations (3-19) and (3-20) exhibit linear relationships between the distance \( z \)
and the arrival time \( t_D \) and \( t_{LSSCW} \). From the two slope relationships of \( z \) vs. \( t_{LSSCW} \), the \( V_w \)
and \( V_{LSSCW} \) of the sample can be determined by

\[
V_w = -2 \frac{\Delta z}{\Delta t_D} \tag{3-22}
\]

and

\[
V_{LSSCW} = \left[\frac{1}{V_w^2} - \frac{1}{4} \left(\frac{\Delta z}{\Delta t_{LSSCW}}\right)^2\right]^{1/2} \tag{3-23}
\]
Thus, the $V_{LSSCW}$ can be deduced from the relations between the arrival time of the wave and the defocusing distance. For example, the $V_{LSSCW} (=2757$ m/s at 10 MHz) of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy cured for 2 hours at 176°C can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3-9(b).

In order to precisely retrieve all elastic constants of a thin composite laminate, the experimental combination of both methods illustrated in Figures 3-4 and 3-9(a) is suggested. Since $C_{11}$ is the modulus related to the graphite fiber dominant direction, thus not sensitive to variation in cure conditions, the experimental determination of the variation of the leaky wave velocities in the composite cured at different conditions will not be demonstrated here.
Figure 3-7 Elastic moduli vs. cure temperature for (a) Hercules 3501-6 epoxy, and (b) AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite
Figure 3-8 Elastic moduli vs. cure time for (a) Hercules 3501-6 epoxy, and (b) AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite
Figure 3-9 Schematic diagram of (a) LFB lens [100] and (b) waveforms and defocusing distance as a function of arrival time for Hercules 3501-6 epoxy cured at 176°C for 2 hrs.
3.3 Ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation characterization

3.3.1 Experimental technique

Ultrasonic through-thickness dispersion and attenuation measurements are based on a spectroscopic analysis of broadband acoustic pulses [107]. A numerical Fourier analysis technique is used to evaluate the spectrum of the response over a wide range of frequencies. Both the phase velocity and attenuation measurements are made with the same experimental setup. The whole measurement system, as illustrated in Figure 3-10, is kept in a temperature monitored chamber where the temperature variation is less than ± 0.5°C. The measured samples are carefully polished in order to avoid bias due to surface roughness or non-parallelism. The thickness of the samples is precisely measured with a micrometer.

![Ultrasonic Attenuation Measurement System](image)

**Figure 3-10** Actual ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation measurement system

Currently, two setups are used for different frequency ranges, in order to satisfy the far-field condition. In the setup of Figure 3-11, a pair of MR 203 Pulser/101 Receiver from MetroTek Inc. (Kennewick, WA) is used to generate and receive ultrasonic pulses, whereas in the setup of Figure 3-12, Panametrics 5601 Pulser/Receiver (Waltham, MA) used to generate and receive ultrasonic pulses. The repetition rate for both setups is set to 1 kHz. The received signals are displayed on a Tektronix 7854 digital oscilloscope (Beaverton, OR), and then acquired by digital sampling in a LeCroy 8013A modular data-
acquisition system (LeCroy Co., Chestnut Ridge, NY), and averaged 100 times to increase the S/N ratio. The data are then transferred, over a GPIB interface, to a PC computer, where further signal processing is performed. The whole data-acquisition and subsequent signal processing are handled by a computer running LabVIEW®-based self-developed application programs.

The measurement procedure usually includes: (1) cleaning the measured sample; (2) carefully aligning the amplitude of the reference echo from the front surface of the measured sample to the maximum, by using an RF detector branch and scope plug-in with DC offset, in order to have the best possible sensitivity; (3) digitizing each echo individually in order to limit the quantification error; and (4) processing the signals in order to obtain ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation of the measured sample.

3.3.2 Spectroscopic analysis of ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation

The pulse/echo technique in Figure 3-11 is to use a single broadband transducer with the central frequency of 5 MHz, at normal incidence, to excite a sample immersed in water. Usually the time history of the signal reflected from a sample with thickness \( h \) consists of the echo A reflected from the front face of the sample, followed by a family of consecutive reflections B, C from the back face of the sample with one and two round-trips. The time delay between two consecutive reflections results from twice the thickness of the sample, as the wave must traverse the sample twice to be received back by the probe. Furthermore, an echo R coming from the water/reference sample interface is measured for diffraction and reflection correction. In order to enhance the strength of echoes B and C, the sample is air-backed. Echo A is out of phase with echoes B and C, as indicated in Figure 3-13(a), because the impedance of the sample is higher than that of air. A cross-correlation algorithm is used to determine the time delay between two consecutive reflection echoes. Ultrasonic through-thickness dispersion and attenuation, over a frequency range of 3 to 7 MHz, can be obtained by evaluating the phase and amplitude spectra of echoes B and C.
Figure 3-11 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic phase velocity and attenuation measurement
(5 MHz ultrasonic transducer)
Figure 3-12 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic attenuation measurement

(50 MHz ultrasonic transducer)

The pulse/echo technique in Figure 3-12 is used to measure ultrasonic attenuation in the frequency range of 20 to 80 MHz by using a broadband transducer with a central
frequency of 50 MHz. Usually four echoes are acquired and digitized, as indicated in Figure 3-13(b): (a) echo A coming from the buffer rod/water interface, (b) echo B coming from the water/measured sample front interface, (c) echo C coming from the measured sample/air backing interface, and (d) echo R coming from the water/reference sample interface for diffraction and reflection correction.

(a) Experimental setup in Figure 3-11

When an ultrasonic pulse, being a superposition of many different frequencies, propagates in a composite, the viscoelastic nature of the sample will cause ultrasonic velocity dispersion and attenuation.

A linear system can support a one-dimensional plane wave in the form of $e^{i(k(x)\cdot x - \omega t)}$, where $k(\omega)$ is the effective wave-number, and $\omega$ is the circular frequency of the incident wave. To describe the above behavior one can define a complex wave-number $k(\omega)$, where the real part is dispersive, related to the frequency-dependent phase velocity $V(\omega)$, while the imaginary part is attenuative, related to the frequency-dependent attenuation, $\alpha(\omega)$ [118,119]. This relation can be written as

$$
k(\omega) = \frac{\omega}{V(\omega)} + j\alpha(\omega)$$

(3-24)

Then, a broadband longitudinal pulse $u(x,t)$, propagating in a positive direction, can be expressed as a linear combination of all plane harmonic waves,

$$u(x,t) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} F_0(\omega) e^{i(k(\omega)\cdot x - \omega t)} d\omega$$

(3-25)

where $F_0(\omega)$ is the Fourier transform of $u(0,t)$.

The time domain technique, however, is unable to cope with a dispersive medium, where the pulse changes its shape as it propagates. This problem should usually be studied in the frequency domain. Therefore, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to Equation (3-25), yielding:
Figure 3-13 Ultrasonic waveforms obtained from the setups in
(a) Figure 3-11, and (b) Figure 3-12
\[ F(u(x,t)) = F_0(\omega) \exp\left[-\frac{\omega x}{V(\omega)}\right] \exp[-\alpha(\omega)x] \] (3-26)

The measured attenuation contains loss such as diffraction and reflection, in which the loss associated with acoustic-impedance mismatch at the boundaries of a sample may be corrected by using the expressions in the Appendix of Krautkramer and Krautkramer’s textbook [120], while the loss caused by diffraction (beam-spread) of an ultrasonic beam from the finite aperture of the ultrasonic transducer can be corrected by Rogers and Van Buren’s theory [121]:

\[ D_L(s) = 1 - e^{-\frac{4\pi}{s}} \left[ J_0\left(\frac{2\pi}{s}\right) + j J_1\left(\frac{2\pi}{s}\right) \right] \] (3-27)

where \( D_L \) is diffraction correction, \( J_0 \) and \( J_1 \) refer to the Bessel function of the first kind, and \( s = \frac{2\pi z}{ka^2} \), where \( z \) is the distance from the transducer, while \( k = \frac{\omega}{V(\omega)} \) is the wave vector of the ultrasonic wave and \( a \) is the transducer radius. Currently, the reflection correction can be made by measuring ultrasonic low-loss synthetic silica glasses of C-7940 (Corning Co.), which has acoustic properties of \( V_L = 5933 \text{ m/s} \) and \( \rho = 2201.9 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), as a reference sample.

Hence, “A”, “B”, “C” and “R” denote the corresponding amplitudes of echoes A, B, C and R, respectively, \( R_S, R_R \) the reflection coefficients for the water/tested sample interface and the water/reference sample interface, respectively, and \( Z_R, Z_W \) acoustic impedance of the reference sample and water, respectively. Moreover, the water behaves in a non-attenuative, non-dispersive manner, i.e. its wave number \( k(w) \) is real and phase velocity \( V_w = \frac{\omega}{k(w)} \) is a constant, then for echoes A, B, C and R, one can get

\[ F(u_A) = A(\omega) = F_0(\omega)R_zD_L(\omega)e^{-j\frac{2L}{V_w}} \] (3-28)

\[ F(u_B) = B(\omega) = F_0(\omega)(1-R_S^2)D_L(\omega)e^{-2\alpha\omega h}e^{-j\frac{2L}{V_w} \frac{2h}{V_w}} \] (3-29)
\[ F(u_c) = C(\omega) = F_0(\omega)(1 - R_s^2)R_sD_3(\omega)e^{-4\alpha\omega h}e^{-j\omega \frac{2L}{v_w} - j\omega \frac{2h}{v_s}} \] (3-30)

and

\[ F(u_r) = R(\omega) = F_0(\omega)R_RD_1(\omega)e^{-j\omega \frac{2L}{v_w}} \] (3-31)

where \(\alpha(\omega)\) is the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient in the sample, and \(h\) the thickness of the sample. \(D_1(\omega), D_2(\omega)\) and \(D_3(\omega)\) are diffraction corrections for echoes A, B and C, given by

\[ D_1(\omega) = D_0 \left[ \frac{4\pi V_w L}{\omega a^2} \right] \] (3-32)

\[ D_2(\omega) = D_0 \left[ \frac{4\pi}{\omega a^2} (V_w L + V_s h) \right] \] (3-33)

and

\[ D_3(\omega) = D_0 \left[ \frac{4\pi}{\omega a^2} (V_w L + 2V_s h) \right] \] (3-34)

where \(D_0(s)\) is given by Equation (3-27) [121].

In Equations (3-28) and (3-31), the reflection correction can be evaluated by

\[ R_s = R_R \frac{A(\omega)}{R(\omega)} \] (3-35)

in which

\[ R_R = \frac{Z_R - Z_w(T^\circ C)}{Z_R + Z_w(T^\circ C)} \] (3-36)

Furthermore, from Equations (3-29) and (3-30), it can be obtained that

\[ \frac{C(\omega)}{B(\omega)} = \frac{R_sD_3(\omega)}{D_2(\omega)} e^{-2\alpha \omega h} e^{-j\frac{2h}{v_s}} \] (3-37)

hence, the corresponding phase spectrum is
\[ -\phi_c + \phi_g = -\Delta \phi(\omega) = -\omega \frac{2h}{V_s} \]  
and thereafter the phase velocity can be calculated from the expression

\[
V_s = \frac{2h \omega}{\Delta \phi(\omega)} \tag{3-39}
\]

where \( \Delta \phi(\omega) \) is the phase shift between echoes B and C. Equation (3-39) does not consider the phase bias which may be induced by diffraction, reflection or other unknown factors. Moreover, in the phase shift measurement, there is always \( \pm 2\pi m \) uncertainty in \( \Delta \phi(\omega) \), from lack of knowledge about the exact number of wavelengths in the wave path. However, it is understood that the group velocity \( V_g \) (velocity of the wave energy), which is directly measurable in the measurements, can be derived from the phase velocity through the relation \( V_g(\omega) = V^2(\omega)/[V(\omega) - \omega dV(\omega)/d\omega] \) \[116\]. Here, the \( m \) value is then chosen to specify that the group velocity derived from the phase velocity \( V(\omega) \) is the measured group velocity through the relation \( h/\Delta t \), where \( \Delta t \) is the time-of-flight of the ultrasonic pulses traveling through the thickness \( h \) of the sample.

Once the phase velocity of the sample is determined, its through-thickness attenuation can be evaluated by

\[
\alpha(\omega) = -\frac{10}{h} \log \left[ \frac{C(\omega)}{D_3(\omega)} \right] \tag{3-40}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is expressed in dB per h unit.

(b) Experimental setup in Figure 3-12

Using a similar analytical approach, the through-thickness ultrasonic attenuation of the sample in Figure 3-12 can be evaluated by

\[
\alpha(\omega) = -\frac{10}{h} \log \left[ \frac{C(\omega)}{D_3(\omega)} \right] \frac{B(\omega)}{D_2(\omega)} \frac{R_s}{1 - R_i^2} \tag{3-41}
\]
in which

\[ R_s = R_r \cdot \frac{B(\omega)}{R(\omega)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-42)

and

\[ R_j = \frac{Z_r - Z_w(T^oC)}{Z_r + Z_w(T^oC)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-43)

where \( R_s \) and \( R_r \) are the reflection coefficients of the water/sample interface and the water/reference sample interface, respectively. Diffraction correction may be made by

\[ D_2(\omega) = D_0 \left[ \frac{4 \pi}{\omega \alpha^2} (V_B L_B + V_W L_W) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-44)

and

\[ D_3(\omega) = D_0 \left[ \frac{4 \pi}{\omega \alpha^2} (V_B L_B + V_W L_W + V_S h) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-45)

where \( V_B, V_W \) and \( V_S \) correspond to acoustic velocities in the buffer rod, water and the measured sample, respectively, while \( L_B, L_W \) and \( h \) are the lengths of the buffer rod and the water buffer, and the thickness of the measured sample, respectively.

3.3.3 Results and discussion

The current results demonstrate that the correlation between the through-thickness ultrasonic dispersion and curing conditions of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite is not so obvious. All the samples evaluated show a behavior similar to the one plotted in Figure 3-14, which exhibits the existence of a very low dispersion in the given frequency range.
Figure 3-14 Dependence of ultrasonic dispersion of
Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite cured at 176°C for 2 hrs.

Similarly, the ultrasonic attenuation and curing conditions are not strongly correlated, as indicated in Figure 3-15. Figure 3-16 shows the through-thickness attenuation spectra obtained from Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite cured for 2 hours at 176°C. In this Figure, the attenuation is plotted in a log-log graph. This technique is convenient for identifying any power-law dependence of the attenuation on frequency, since the slope of the plotted curve is proportional to the exponent of the dependence. It can be observed that over the frequency range of 3 to 8 MHz, the epoxy and composite have almost the same frequency dependence, proportional to $f^n$ ($n = 1.3$ to 1.4). This indicates that the mechanism responsible for the ultrasonic attenuation is most likely dominated by the viscoelastic contribution, which is essentially the same in both types of sample. At higher frequency range (20 to 40 MHz), the $n$ is much higher in the composite than in the epoxy. This suggests that when the frequency increases, the wavelength decreases and becomes shorter than the ply thickness in the composite. The inhomogeneities of the composite laminate then become a major source of the ultrasonic loss caused by scattering.
3.4 Summary

The ultrasonic evaluation of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite indicates that:

(1) The moduli of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy monotonically increase with increasing cure temperature, whereas the moduli of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite show maximum value around the recommended cure temperature (176°C). Also, the moduli of the composite monotonically increase with increasing cure time at 176°C, whereas the moduli of the epoxy, after being cured for one hour and 20 minutes at 176°C, reaches a plateau.

(2) The ultrasonic through-thickness velocity dispersion and attenuation of the epoxy and composite are less sensitive to variation in cure conditions than elastic constants in the present study. Furthermore, over 2 to 8 MHz frequency range, the measured ultrasonic through-thickness phase velocities of the epoxy and composite exhibit little dispersion. The study of the ultrasonic attenuation mechanism reveals that over a lower frequency range of 3 to 8 MHz, the viscoelastic attenuation is dominant in the composites, while over a higher frequency range of 20 to 40 MHz, fiber scattering plays a predominant role.

In short, ultrasonic testing is an effective technique to evaluate the elastic properties of composites processed by different cure conditions. The sensitivity of the measurement is much higher than the conventional mechanical technique. However, ultrasonic velocity dispersion and attenuation may not be suitable to characterize the variation of mechanical properties of the composite caused by different cure conditions, because of their low sensitivity in this case.
Figure 3-15 Ultrasonic attenuation obtained by using (a) 5 MHz, and (b) 50 MHz broadband ultrasonic transducers
Figure 3-16 Dependence of ultrasonic attenuation of
Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites cured at 176°C for 2 hrs.

(n is the slope of the plotted curves)
Chapter 4

**IN-SITU CURE MONITORING OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITES USING FIBER OPTICS**

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the curing process of composites is the most critical and costly stage in the manufacturing of composite structures. Considerable research and development effort have been expended to improve the quality and reliability of these types of materials. For a given structure, it is highly desirable to end the curing process when the properties of the composite are fully developed, rather than according to a fixed cure cycle. An adaptive control will reduce manufacturing time and lead to savings in production costs. This requires the use of sensing devices to provide real-time *in-situ* information about the condition of the material being processed. In the following two Chapters, some novel and refined existing techniques are developed to provide a basis for the eventual intelligent processing of the composites.

A prerequisite for any *in-situ* sensing is that it must not be detrimental to the operational requirements of the structure. The optical fiber sensor technique may suitable for *in-situ* cure monitoring of laminated composites, because the fibers can be incorporated into the component while laying up the prepregs. The dimension and orientation of optical fibers within the prepregs can be selected to have a minimal impact, for example, minimizing the resin-rich zone around the embedded sensors, on the mechanical properties of the composite [49]. Moreover, the technique possesses a clear potential for further monitoring the structural integrity of the composite, during part qualification and throughout its service life. However, the current cost of using fiber-optic
sensors is quite high. Due to the fragility of fiber optic sensors, improper autoclave feedthrough or any mishandling of the sensors may result in damage to the sensors [48], which further increases the cost.

The sensing mechanisms behind fiber-optic sensors for cure monitoring are various. In the present experimental study a strain sensor based on the change in optical path length in an optical fiber is used. This type of sensor was first proposed by Butter and Hoker [122] in 1978 and has been developed to measure strain, vibration, acceleration, pressure and temperature [37,40]. The current fiber-optic strain gages feature small size and high resolution. This makes them well suited for in-situ cure monitoring, because an embedded gage can directly detect the evolution of process-induced strain in a curing composite. Also, due to their tiny dimension and axial response to the detected strain, the fiber-optic strain gages can be embedded at different locations, between selected layers and along preferred directions in a laminate, so that monitoring distributed state-of-cure in the composite structure can be achieved.

In this Chapter, an Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometric (EFPI) fiber-optic sensor [123] is investigated for its feasibility for in-situ cure monitoring of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites in an autoclave. The EFPI sensors are embedded in the composite to detect local strain development due to chemical shrinkage, process-induced stresses and temperature variation [20,21,124-127]. Thermocouples are also embedded to measure temperature profiles during the cure cycle. The experimental results will compared with the predicted results calculated by using Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) [11,12], and the limitations of this technique are also discussed.

4.2 Experimental setup

The fiber-optic cure monitoring system is comprised of optical fiber sensors, a K-type thermocouple, and the associated signal processing instruments, as shown in Figure 4-1. A special autoclave feedthrough is designed for the optical fibers and thermocouple wires to penetrate the autoclave, which can maintain a seal at 100 psi. It also keeps the sensors and their lead-in fibers intact after autoclaving, so the sensors can be directly used
for in-service monitoring of the composite structure after the processing. Two aluminum (Al) plates with 1 cm thick are used as the mold.

![Diagram of a fiber-optic monitoring system]

Figure 4-1 Actual *in-situ* fiber-optic cure monitoring system

4.2.1 Fiber-optic sensor

A four-channel WFS-100 EFPI fiber-optic strain sensor system, developed by FISO Technologies, Inc. (Quebec City, Quebec), is used for the *in-situ* cure monitoring. The sensing mechanism of a typical EFPI strain gage is shown in Figure 4-2 and detailed in references [40,123]. Light from a white light source is coupled into a lead-in fiber. The end of the lead-in fiber is attached to a small portion of a hollow fiber, and a reflecting fiber is attached at the opposite end of the hollow fiber. An air-gap is left between the end faces of the two fibers. The sensor detects the strain (*i.e.* the gap increment of the Fabry-Perot cavity over the gage length) by measuring the difference in optical path length between the light beams reflected from both ends of the cavity, *i.e.* $R_1$ from the lead-in fiber end and $R_2$ from the reflector fiber end. A fiber coupler can be used to separate the source light from the returning signal, which can be demodulated and translated into the strain value.
Figure 4-2 Basic configuration of an EFPI strain gage (SG) [40,123]

The gages used in this study feature a resolution of 0.5 με over ±2,000 με, and dimensions of about 10 mm gage length and 250 μm outer diameter. The gages are relatively insensitive to strain transverse to the longitudinal axis of the optical fiber. Their disadvantage is that the hollow-core fiber is usually larger than the lead-in fiber, which can create some difficulties for embedding.

It should be noted that the sensors are configured so that they exhibit apparent readings when a bare fiber-optic strain gage is subjected to temperature loading. This effect, resulting from the thermal expansion of glass fiber, becomes negligible after the gage is embedded and fully bonded to the host material. In other words, the fully integrated sensor responds only to the deformation of the host material, while its own thermal expansion can be neglected [128]. Similar to the recommended test in [37], the apparent thermal expansion of the bare fiber-optic strain gages is calibrated using a thermal chamber. Figure 4-3 shows typical results obtained by the calibration test. It is seen that the gage shows a linear response to temperatures from 23 °C to 180 °C. The average apparent thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) is 4.4 με/°C.
Figure 4-3 Thermal expansion of bare fiber-optic gage with temperature

4.2.2 Layout of sensors and panel processing

In this study, the fiber-optic strain gages are embedded in the 16-ply AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep panels with either unidirectional or cross-ply layups, i.e. [0/SG/0], [90/02/SG/02/90] or [90/SG1/90/02/SG2/02/90], where SG represents the embedded fiber-optic strain gage(s). In all cases, the strain gage is aligned with the direction of graphite fibers, so as to minimize the gage disturbance to the host composite, and to achieve best load transfer between them. It is noted that, given the composite ply thickness of 130 μm, the total thickness of the grouped plies containing the strain gage is more than twice the gage diameter. This prevents the gage from causing local bending to the adjacent composite layers [49]. To avoid any edge effect, the strain gages are placed at least 50 mm away from the edges of the panel. Figure 4-4 illustrates the location of the embedded gages.
Figure 4-4 Location of fiber-optic strain gages in (a) unidirectional and (b) cross-ply composite panels
The commercially recommended cure cycle is used to process AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites [112], \textit{i.e.} (1) phase I: the prepreg is debulked under vacuum while the temperature is raised to 116°C and held there for one hour; (2) phase II: the temperature is then raised to the cure temperature of 176°C and held there for 2 hours. (the length of this dwelling time is called cure time); and (3) cool-down phase: the cured panel is then slowly cooled to room temperature. The autoclave air pressure is kept at 85 psi during the entire cure process, to secure prepreg compaction and good thermal conduction. The temperature of the panel is monitored by a K-type thermocouple embedded into the panel close to the location of the embedded fiber-optic gages. The cure process time is defined as run time. Figure 4-5 shows an example of the post-manufactured composite panel embedded with the fiber-optic strain gage.

![Composite panel with fiber-optic strain gage](image)

\textbf{Figure 4-5} A composite panel embedded with a fiber-optic strain gage

4.3 Cure monitoring results using fiber-optic sensors

It is assumed, during the following discussion, that the temperature is uniform throughout the composite panel during the processing. Actually, the panel thickness is less than 2.5 mm, and thus the heat transfer is so rapid that the temperature gradient is negligible.
4.3.1 Unidirectional panel

Figure 4-6 presents typical in-situ strain sensing results of a [0_8/SG/0_8] panel cured at 176°C, and the reference one cured at 146°C for 2 hours. The thermocouple measurements during the two different cure cycles are also presented in the same Figure. In either case, three phases of the cure process can be identified from the recorded temperature profiles. The corresponding plots of strain vs. panel temperature are presented in Figures 4-7. Moreover, in order to observe the detailed variation of the strain reading of the gage during the cure reaction, Figure 4-6 is reproduced in Figure 4-8 with local enlarged scale.

Referring to Figures 4-6 and 4-7(a), in the case of 176°C cure, it is seen that during the ramp-up period from room temperature, through the first dwell stage, to just below 170°C, the strain reading increases linearly with temperature. The rate of increase, 4.55 με/°C, is close to the calibrated TEC of 4.40 με/°C of the bare fiber-optic strain gages. This implies that, during the ramp-up period, the gage is almost free to expand with temperature, and the load transfer between the gage and the composite is negligible.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4-6** The fiber-optic cure monitoring of [0_16] panels cured at 146°C or 176°C, where D_1 refers to the time when the detachment of the panel from the Al mold happens
Figure 4-7 Temperature vs. strain readings for Gr/Ep panels cured at (a) 176°C, and (b) 146°C. The values in parentheses are thermal expansion coefficients (in με/°C) determined by linear regression.

At about 170°C, the strain reading starts to deviate from the original linear variation, presumably indicating the gelation period of the composite epoxy and the
combined effect of chemical shrinkage and the thermal expansion caused by temperature rise in the cure reaction of the composite epoxy.

At the start of cooling, the gage registers a prompt response to the thermal contraction of the panel, followed by a rapidly decreasing strain at the rate of 11.28 $\mu\varepsilon/\degree\mathrm{C}$. At point $D_1$ as indicated in Figure 4-6, the strain reading shows a slight bouncing back, and then it follows a very small contraction at the rate of -0.09 $\mu\varepsilon/\degree\mathrm{C}$. It is believed, as is further confirmed by later ultrasonic detection, that the initial rapid contraction results from the panel following the thermal contraction of the Al mold plates due to sticking. The TEC of Al is 28.7 $\mu\varepsilon/\degree\mathrm{C}$ (at 20$\degree$C to 600$\degree$C) [129], while that of unidirectional AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep laminate is -0.07 $\mu\varepsilon/\degree\mathrm{C}$ in the graphite fiber direction [11,12]. The thermal mismatch eventually leads the panel to detach from the mold plates at point $D_1$. Then the less constrained panel basically follows its own contraction, exhibiting a reduced rate of contraction close to the longitudinal TEC of the composite.

Similar observations can be made in the case of 146$\degree$C cure in the ramp-up stage and then in the cooling stage, as shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7(b). However, the strain development during the cure stage seems very different from that of 176$\degree$C cure, as indicated in Figures 4-8(a)(b). Actually, in Figure 4-7(b), after the close-to-free expansion of up to about 146$\degree$C, the strain reading shows no obvious deviation from the linear variation. Figure 4-8(b) shows that the strain continues to increase with temperature, and then gradually comes to a plateau after achieving constant temperature, while in the case of 176$\degree$C cure indicated in Figure 4-8(a), right after 170$\degree$C, the strain reading starts to deviate from the original linearity, and increases at an average rate of 7.74 $\mu\varepsilon/\degree\mathrm{C}$ for 20 minutes, and then the variation of the strain experiences a maximum. Thereafter, a rapid drop of the strain reading of the gage can be observed. During the subsequent curing process, the strain only drops slightly, whereas the temperature remains basically constant. The total decrease of the strain during the stage of the cure reaction is about -37.0 $\mu\varepsilon$. 
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It is noted that, before the composite is fully solidified, the sensor response should reflect the combined effect of its own thermal expansion and chemical shrinkage transferred from the curing composite. How much the contraction may be detected by the sensor depends highly on the condition of load transfer at the sensor/host composite interface. It has been shown that the load transfer is a function of the composite rigidity gained at a given instant [37]. Thus, if the process condition encourages a fast cure reaction with a rapid development of composite rigidity (for example, in the case of 176°C, the DSC and ultrasonic monitoring indicate a gel time of the composite epoxy around 6-12 minutes; during the gelation period, the rigidity of the composite increases rapidly, as shown later in Figure 5-1 and 5-8(b), respectively) so that the stress at the sensor/host composite interface can be effectively established and maintained, the chemical shrinkage will dominate the deformation and be detected by the sensor. It is noteworthy that although there is a temperature fluctuation during the cure dwell stage, the thermal expansion of the host composite may be negligible because the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of the composite along the graphite fiber direction is almost equal to zero. On the contrary, in a slow cure reaction, like the case of 146°C cure (Figure 5-1), if the time when $\alpha_{DOC} = 50\%$ is defined as gel time [17], the gel time for 146°C curing is around 50 minutes. Meanwhile, the composite rigidity (Figure 5-8(b)) is low while the stress relaxation effect is significant, resulting in poor load transfer at the interface; so the sensor responds more to its own thermal expansion before full gelation.

4.3.2 Cross-ply panel

The typical result for a $[90_\circ/0_\circ/\text{SG}/0_\circ/90_\circ]_6$ panel is shown in Figure 4-9, where one strain gage embedded in the $0^\circ$ plies is aligned with the direction of graphite fibers. From room temperature to about 170°C, the gage records the thermal expansion rate close to the calibrated free-expansion coefficient of the bare fiber-optic strain gages. Then, with the further progress of the gelation, the reading of the gage deviates from the original linearity and follows the local strain development of the composite. Over the entire cure reaction at 176°C, the gage records the variation of strain induced by chemical shrinkage, and thermal contraction/expansion of the composite caused by temperature fluctuation. In
this stage, the reading of the gage is more sensitive to the temperature fluctuation because 90° plies with large TEC are involved. When the cool-down phase comes, the gage shows an initial rapid thermal contraction at 18.78 με/°C, until the panel suddenly detaches from the mold plates at about 150°C, causing a small dip (D₁) on the strain curve. The subsequent strain variation of the gage follows a linear relation with the decreasing temperature, at the rate of 6.0 με/°C.

![Graph showing temperature and strain over time](image)

**Figure 4-8** The local enlargement of Figure 4-6, in which the panels are cured at (a) 176°C and (b) 146°C
Similar observations are also made in the case of [90/0] panels, as shown in Figure 4-10, where two strain gages embedded in the 0° and 90° plies, respectively, are aligned with the direction of the graphite fibers. As is seen, near 170°C, the readings of the two gages separate from each other and follow the local strain development of their respective sites. When the cool-down phase comes, gages SGL1 and SGL2 show an initial rapid thermal contraction at the rates of 3.23 and 22.93 με/°C, respectively, until the panel suddenly detaches from the Al mold plate at about 150°C, causing small dips (D1's) on both strain curves. The subsequent strain variation of the two gages follows a linear relation, with the decreasing temperature, at the rate of 0.26 and 3.87 με/°C, respectively.

After cure processing, some panels were cut into beam-plates containing the gages, which were then calibrated by re-heating each beam in a thermal chamber with free-to-deform configuration. Furthermore, the TEC of the panel was predicted using the CLT [11,12], i.e.,

\[ \alpha_i^0 = a_{ij} \int Q_{jk} \alpha_k \, dz \quad (i, j, k = 1, 2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-1)

where \( \alpha_i^0 \) and \( a_{ij} \) are the in-plane TEC and compliance of the panel, respectively, and \( Q_{ij} \) and \( \alpha_i \) are the stiffness and TEC of the composite lamina, respectively. All these quantities are presented in the global 1-2 coordinates of the panel. Figure 4-11 illustrates the relationship between the local x-y (on-axis) coordinate of the lamina and the global 1-2 coordinate of the panel, respectively, for any angle-ply laminates.

Considering the case of the cross-ply composite panels with thickness \( h \), expression (4-1) can be expanded into

\[ \alpha_i^0 = a_{11} \int_0^h (Q_{11} \alpha_1 + Q_{12} \alpha_2) \, dz + a_{12} \int_0^h (Q_{21} \alpha_1 + Q_{22} \alpha_2) \, dz \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-2)

and

\[ \alpha_j^0 = a_{21} \int_0^h (Q_{11} \alpha_1 + Q_{12} \alpha_2) \, dz + a_{22} \int_0^h (Q_{21} \alpha_1 + Q_{22} \alpha_2) \, dz \]  \hspace{1cm} (4-3)
Figure 4-9 The fiber-optic cure monitoring of a $[90\phi/0\phi/\text{SG}/0\phi/90\phi]$ panel cured at $176^\circ\text{C}$. (a) Temperature profiles and strain readings; (b) Strain vs. temperature variation. The values in parentheses are thermal expansion coefficients (in $\mu\text{E}/^\circ\text{C}$) determined by linear regression.
Figure 4-10 The fiber-optic cure monitoring of a [90°/SG1/90°/0°/SG2/0°/90°] panel cured at 176°C. (a) Temperature profiles and strain readings; (b) Strain vs. temperature variation. The values in parentheses are thermal expansion coefficients (in με/°C) determined by linear regression.
Figure 4-11 Local x-y coordinates of the lamina and global 1-2 coordinates of the panel, respectively, where $\theta = \text{ply angle}$

where the integration can be evaluated by

\[
\int_0^h (Q_{11} \alpha_1 + Q_{12} \alpha_2) dz = v_{90^0} h(Q_{yy} \alpha_y + Q_{xy} \alpha_x) + v_{0^0} h(Q_{xx} \alpha_x + Q_{xy} \alpha_y) \tag{4-4}
\]

\[
\int_0^h (Q_{21} \alpha_1 + Q_{22} \alpha_2) dz = v_{90^0} h(Q_{xy} \alpha_x + Q_{xx} \alpha_x) + v_{0^0} h(Q_{xy} \alpha_x + Q_{yy} \alpha_y) \tag{4-5}
\]

where $Q_{xx}$, $Q_{yy}$ and $Q_{xy}$ are on-axis stiffnesses of the lamina in the local x-y coordinate, respectively, and $v_{90^0}$ and $v_{0^0}$ are the volume fraction of the plies with $0^0$ and $90^0$ orientation, respectively. Moreover, the in-plane compliance components of the panel can be expressed as

\[
a_{11} = Q_{22} / (Q_{11} Q_{22} - Q_{12}^2)
\]

\[
a_{22} = Q_{11} / (Q_{11} Q_{22} - Q_{12}^2)
\]

\[
a_{12} = - Q_{12} / (Q_{11} Q_{22} - Q_{12}^2)
\]

\[
a_{66} = 1 / Q_{66}
\]

\[
a_{16} = a_{26} = 0
\]
in which the stiffness components of the panel can be expressed by the on-axis stiffness components of a lamina

\[ Q_{11} = \frac{h}{2} \left[ (Q_{xx} + Q_{yy}) + (\nu_{xy}^a - \nu_{yy}^a)(Q_{xx} - Q_{yy}) \right] \]

\[ Q_{22} = \frac{h}{2} \left[ (Q_{xx} + Q_{yy}) - (\nu_{xy}^a - \nu_{yy}^a)(Q_{xx} - Q_{yy}) \right] \]

\[ Q_{12} = hQ_{xy} \]

\[ Q_{66} = hQ_{ss} \]

\[ Q_{16} = Q_{26} = 0 \] (4-7)

For the AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep lamina, the engineering elastic constants are: the longitudinal Young’s modulus, \( E_x = 128.0 \) GPa; the transverse Young’s modulus, \( E_y = 9.7 \) GPa; the shear modulus, \( G_s = 5.0 \) GPa; and the major Poisson ratio, \( \nu_{xy} = 0.3 \) \{130\}, according to the conversion between stiffness and modulus [11,12], as given in Equations (4-8)(4-9)

\[ Q = \begin{bmatrix}
E_x & \nu_{xy} E_y & 0 \\
\nu_{xy} E_x & 1 - \nu_{xy}^a & 0 \\
1 - \nu_{xy}^a & \nu_{xy} E_y & 0 \\
0 & 0 & G_s
\end{bmatrix} \] (4-8)

and

\[ \nu_{xy} E_x = \nu_{xy} E_y \] (4-9)

The on-axis stiffness components thus can be obtained as \( Q_{xx} = 128.9 \) GPa, \( Q_{yy} = 9.8 \) GPa, \( Q_{xy} = 2.9 \) GPa and \( Q_{ss} = 5.0 \) GPa, respectively. Moreover, \( \alpha_x \) and \( \alpha_y \) are \(-0.07 \mu e/°C\) and \(21.6 \mu e/°C\) respectively [130].

Table 4-1 summarizes the results of in-situ fiber-optic cure monitoring of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep laminates processed by the recommended cure cycle. Comparing with the free beam-plate calibration results and the predicted values, the strain gage-detected
TEC is close to the prediction in most cases. However, a certain disturbance of the gage embedded to the laminates is inevitable because of geometrical mismatch; the quality of embedding also varies from one gage to the other. These factors, among others, can cause the scatter and (in a few cases) the discrepancy between the detected and predicted values.

The present case study indicates that in the ramp-up period, all gages basically respond to their own thermal expansion. The gelation period of the composite epoxy may be detected from the strain-temperature record, while the gages record only a small strain variation during the curing stage. Though the prompt response of the gages to the start of cooling indicates the developed elastic properties of the composites, the recorded small strain variation makes it difficult to use the fiber-optic strain gage for the detection of the end-of-cure of the composite in terms of the development of chemical shrinkage.

The strain variation during cure reaction suggests that the strain due to chemical shrinkage of the composite epoxy is limited, particularly in the direction of graphite fibers. It is also possible that most of such strain has occurred at the beginning of the cure, where the material starts to gel but the viscosity is still low, which limits the load transfer to the gages because of the stress relaxation effect. In another respect, it is of interest to note that the early development of load transfer between the composite and the gage is similar to that of residual stresses in the laminate. Thus, at least along the fiber direction of the composite, the residual stress caused by cure reaction is very small, while most of it is by the significant thermal strain in the cooling stage, as can be seen in Figures 4-6, 4-9 and 4-10. Similar observations have also been made in a previous study [40].

Predicting residual stress in a composite is difficult because of the large number of factors which contribute to the stress, including thermal, chemical, and viscoelastic effects, as well as moisture absorption. Experimental determination of the development of the residual strains in the composite is also difficult, especially during the period of cure processing. However, the present experimental results indicate by using embedded EFPI
fiber-optic strain gages that most of information regarding the development of local residual strains during the processing has been captured.

4.4 Summary

The feasibility of using embedded EFPI fiber-optic strain gages in an autoclave has been demonstrated as a means of monitoring cure processing of Gr/Ep composites. This technique, particularly in combination with other types of sensors like the ultrasonic technique (to be discussed in the next Chapter), holds promise for alleviating some of the problems associated with the manufacture of advanced materials.

These sensors have demonstrated the ability to measure non-destructively and in real time the process-induced strains:

(1) The EFPI fiber-optic can sense the gelation period of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite, the start of cooling, and the build-up of post-cure residual strains during the cure; however, the EFPI fiber-optic monitoring can not determine the end-of-cure in terms of the development of chemical shrinkage.

(2) The timing of the detachment may provide information concerning the development of residual stresses during the cool-down phase; moreover, thermal mismatch between the Al mold and the composite panel, before the detachment, may result in micro-cracks during cool-down phase.

In short, this technique is particularly suited for non-destructive real-time monitoring of the development of residual stress in a curing composite. Moreover, this technique has been shown to possess clear potential for further monitoring the structural integrity of the composite during part qualification and throughout its service life. However, the EFPI fiber-optic gages can not sense the end-of-cure without the assistance of other sensors. This limits their usage as an individual sensor to monitor the entire cure process.
Table 4-1 Summary of *in-situ* fiber-optic cure monitoring results of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite cured at 176°C for 2 hrs.,
where the unit of thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) is in µε/°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>In-Situ Monitoring</th>
<th>Post-Cure Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apparent TEC during ramp-up period</td>
<td>Cure Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bare fiber-optic strain gage*</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[0₉/SG/0₉]</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0₂/SG/0₉]</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[90₉/0₂/SG/0₂/90₉]</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[90₃/SG1/90₃/0₂/SG2/0₂/90₃]</td>
<td>4.25 (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[90₃/SG1/90₃/0₂/SG2/0₂/90₃]</td>
<td>4.09 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[90₀/0₂/SG1, SG2/0₂/90₃]</td>
<td>4.60 (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* by the calibration test prior to embedding
Chapter 5

IN-SITU CURE MONITORING OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITES USING ULTRASONICS

5.1 Introduction

During the cure of a composite, the composite epoxy experiences significant changes in its physical, chemical and mechanical properties, some of which may be used for in-situ monitoring of the state of cure of the composite. A typical case is the viscoelastic properties, such as the storage modulus $E'$, loss modulus $E''$ and the loss tangent $\delta (= E'/E'')$ of the curing composites. It is known [42] that during the processing the composite epoxy initially behaves as a viscous fluid, since its molecules are not crosslinked and molecular entanglement is the only impedance to flow. Its viscosity falls with increasing temperature until the start of the cure reaction, which corresponds to a maximum tan $\delta$. Subsequently, the viscosity rapidly rises due to molecular mobility being inhibited by crosslinking of the molecules. This rapid change of phase toward solid state is known as gelation. As crosslinking proceeds, the material behaves more as an elastic medium, thus its $E'$ increases while $\tan \delta$ decreases until the fully cured state is reached.

As pointed out in Chapter 2, since the crosslinking reaction in thermosetting polymers is exothermic, the thermal DSC can monitor the exothermic flow of heat, and a characterization of the state of cure of composites is made. Traditionally, the "degree of cure" ($\alpha_D$) of composites, measured by using the DSC technique, is used to assess the state of cure [17]. In our preliminary experiments in Chapter 2, several observations on the cure kinetics of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs have been made by using isothermal
DSC scanning. Figure 5-1, redrawn from Figure 2-8(b), shows the $\alpha_{\text{DOC}}$ as a function of cure time at different cure temperatures. As the cure temperature increases, the $\alpha_{\text{DOC}}$ increases, while the time for completion of the cure reaction decreases. At cure temperatures of 176°C and 186°C, the cure reaction is almost fully completed after one hour. However, even though the chemical reaction is nearly completed, the mechanical properties of composites may not be well developed because the $\alpha_{\text{DOC}}$ is a process parameter which gives information on the extent of the chemical cure reaction, while the extent of modulus is a parameter which gives information on the degree of mechanical property development [59]. The critical objective of the process engineer is to know when the material has been “fully processed”, and the cure characterization should be reflective of the ultimate material application; thus, the “end-of-cure” should be determined by the completion of the development of not only chemical but also mechanical properties of the composites. As seen in Chapter 3, the ultrasonic technique is a very effective approach to evaluate the mechanical properties of the composites, and therefore to provide the possibility of in-situ monitoring the development of these properties in a curing composite.

![Figure 5-1 Degree of cure vs. cure process time for AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs](image)

Figure 5-1 Degree of cure vs. cure process time for AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs
The use of ultrasonics in cure monitoring of an epoxy was reported early in 1952 by Sofer and Hauser [50]. They found that the velocity increased monotonically with time, whereas ultrasonic attenuation peaked near the gel point. Since then, the ultrasonic technique for cure monitoring has been reported frequently in the literature [51-66] because it can provide a direct and nondestructive measurement of the viscoelastic properties of a curing composite, and information on the development of mechanical properties of the composite. There are a number of limitations, though; specifically, the commonly-used piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers (UTs) can only be operated continuously up to a temperature of about 60°C. This limitation presents difficulties when applying this technique in an actual processing environment which has, such as for Gr/Ep composites, a temperature of 176°C. Because it is not convenient to obtain high temperature piezoelectric UTs, one classic approach which uses buffer rods is still attractive, and is adopted here due to its simplicity and low cost [67-77]. The UT end of the buffer rod is air-cooled so that the high-performance room temperature UTs can be used, and the other (probing) end contacts the processed part. However, ultrasonic buffer rods can introduce spurious signals, due to wave diffraction and the finite rod diameter. These signals always arrive later than the directly transmitted or reflected echoes. Such echoes are unwanted because of their possible interference with the desired signals from the sample. Consequently, the length and diameter of buffer rods should be carefully chosen. On the other hand, clad buffer rods, composed of a central core and an outer cladding, have been shown to provide a good signal-to-noise ratio (S/R) when used in ultrasonic pulse-echo instruments, making many on-line processing monitoring applications feasible [75-77].

In this Chapter, ultrasonic sensors are investigated as potential candidates for in-situ cure monitoring of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite in an autoclave. The ultrasonic sensors are incorporated into the autoclave using a buffer rod and a cooling system. The evolution of viscoelastic properties of the curing composite is monitored by continuous recording of the time delay, attenuation and shear reflectivity of ultrasound waves. The EFPI sensors are concurrently used to detect local strain development in the composite caused by temperature variation, chemical shrinkage and process-induced stresses. The
results from the two techniques are compared in order to evaluate their suitability for in-situ cure processing monitoring of Gr/Ep composites in an autoclave. We also discuss using this technique to detect the “end-of-cure”, in relation to using the DSC technique to determine the “end-of-cure” in terms of traditional “degree-of-cure”.

5.2 Experimental setup

The in-situ cure monitoring system developed in this study consists of ultrasonic and/or fiber-optic sensors, and associated electronics. It is incorporated into an autoclave as shown in Figure 5-2. A special feedthrough is designed for the ultrasonic transducer cables and/or optical fibers, thermocouple wires and air-cooling Teflon tubes to pass through the autoclave, as indicated in Figure 5-3. This autoclave feedthrough can maintain a seal at 100 psi. Two aluminum (Al) plates 1 cm thick are used as the mold, and the monitored curing materials are AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs.

![Ultrasonic sensing system](image)

**Figure 5-2** Actual in-situ fiber-optic and/or ultrasonic cure monitoring system

5.2.1 Ultrasonic sensor

The ultrasonic sensing system is composed of high-performance 5 MHz broadband longitudinal piezoelectric UTs, couplants, clad Al buffer rods [72, 73] (Figure
5-4), and air cooling systems which surround the UTs, as shown in Figure 5-5. This system can be operated in either pulse/echo and/or through-transmission mode. The clad buffer rods consist of an Al core and a thermally sprayed Al cladding. The length of each buffer rod is 17 cm, and the width is less than 1.5 cm. These buffer rods are screwed into the Al mold, with the end faces flush with the mold inner surface, as indicated in Figure 5-6. The principle of ultrasonic guidance in clad buffer rods is like clad optical fibers in which the energy is guided in the core, and thus the threading in the cladding region does not disturb the guided ultrasonic energy inside the core. The variation in amplitude of the reflected ultrasonic signals at the rod/composite interface, and those of the amplitude and time delay of signals traversing back and forth through the composite thickness, enable us to monitor the cure. The 100 psi compressed air cooling allows the cooling of the UTs from 190°C down to 60°C, which is the maximum allowable temperature for the UTs used. The 17 cm clad buffer rod length is chosen so that the temperature gradient is not large, and the thermal characteristics of the threaded buffer rod end are the same as those of the mold. Ultrasonic waveforms are recorded with a sampling rate of 100 MHz every 5 or 10 minutes during the entire cure process, using a computerized system consisting of an ultrasonic MP270 pulser/MR106 receiver (MetroTek, Inc., Kennewick, WA), LeCroy 9400 dual 125 MHz digital oscilloscope (LeCory, Co., Chestnut Right, NY) and a PC Pentium®. Data acquisition and signal processing are handled by computer programs written in LabVIEW® software.

5.2.2 Panel processing

All panels of graphite fiber reinforced epoxy used in this study were laid up manually from the same lot of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepregs. The commercially recommended cure cycle is used to process the composites [110], as stated in Section 4.2.2 in Chapter 4. The temperature of the panel is monitored by a K-type thermocouple embedded into the panel, close to the location of ultrasonic and/or embedded fiber-optic sensors. For typical cases, effects of cycle conditions on the curing composite are examined by using the cure temperatures of 146°C and 156°C, or by extending cure time from 2 to 3 hours while maintaining 176°C.
Figure 5-3 A special autoclave feedthrough

Figure 5-4 A pair of ultrasonic transducers with clad Al buffer rods
Figure 5-5  Illustration of cure monitoring using optic fiber and ultrasonic sensors simultaneously

Figure 5-6  Clad Al buffer rods
5.3 Cure monitoring results using ultrasonics

5.3.1 Ultrasonic behavior in viscoelastic medium

The propagation of through-thickness ultrasonic waves in a viscoelastic medium can be expressed by

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_3}{\partial t^2} = \frac{C_{22}^*}{\rho} \frac{\partial^2 u_3}{\partial x_3^2}
\]  

(5-1)

where \( u_3 \) denotes the displacement in the direction \( x_3 \), and \( \rho \) is the density. The elastic stiffness component \( C_{22} \) is replaced by the complex quantity:

\[
C_{22}^* = L' + jL''
\]  

(5-2)

in which \( C_{22} \) can be called as the longitudinal modulus, and \( L' \) and \( L'' \) are its real and imaginary parts, for a plane wave along \( x_3 \) in the form \( e^{i(k^*x_3 - \omega t)} \), where \( k^* \) is a complex wave-number, as defined as Equation (3-24) in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3. Rewriting (3-24)

\[
k^* = \frac{\omega}{V} + j\alpha
\]  

(3-24)

Then solving the equation of wave motion (5-1) yields:

\[
\omega^2 = \frac{C_{22}^*}{\rho} k^{*2}
\]  

(5-3)

thus the expressions of \( L' \) and \( L'' \) can be obtained:

\[
L' = \frac{\rho V^2 \omega^2(\omega^2 - \alpha^2 V^2)}{(\omega^2 + \alpha^2 V^2)^2}
\]  

(5-4)

and

\[
L'' = \frac{2 \rho \alpha V^3 \omega^3}{(\omega^2 + \alpha^2 V^2)^2}
\]  

(5-5)

For the longitudinal velocities and attenuation measured during cure, \( \alpha^2 V^2 \ll \omega^2 \); then, to a good approximation

\[
L' = \rho V^2 \text{ and } L'' = \frac{2 \rho \alpha V^3}{\omega}
\]  

(5-6)
and so

\[ \tan \delta = \frac{L''}{L'} = \frac{2 \alpha V}{\omega} \quad (5-7) \]

Representing the resin with a simple viscoelastic response with a single relaxation time, Winfree [131] adequately explains the trends of resin's velocity and attenuation changes during cure. The shear \( K \) and compression \( G \) moduli thus can expressed as

\[ M = M_0 + \frac{M_r \omega^2 \tau^2}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} + i \frac{M_r \omega \tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \quad (5-8) \]

where \( M \) represents both \( K \) and \( G \). \( G_0 \) and \( K_0 \) are static moduli, while \( G_r \) and \( K_r \) are the difference between the high frequency and static moduli called the relaxation moduli, and \( \tau \) is the relaxation time. To a good approximation, the longitudinal velocity can be expressed [131] as

\[ V_L \approx \left[ \frac{1}{\rho} \left( K_0 + \frac{4}{3} G_0 \right) \right]^{1/2} \quad (5-9) \]

Crosslinking between the polymer chains increases both \( K_0 \) and \( G_0 \), resulting in an increase in \( V_L \). Moreover, the attenuation [131] is

\[ \alpha_t = \frac{(K_r + \frac{4}{3} G_r)(\frac{\omega \tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2})\omega \tau^{1/2}}{2(K_0 + \frac{4}{3} G_0)^{3/2}} \quad (5-10) \]

The relaxation time for a simple polymer chain is proportional to the length of the chain. As the cure progresses, crosslinking increases the effective length of the chain, increasing the relaxation time. If the original value for \( \omega \tau \) is less than 1, then as the relaxation time increases, \( \frac{\omega \tau}{(\omega^2 \tau^2 + 1)} \) goes through a maximum at \( \omega \tau \) equal to one.

Therefore, the above equations indicate that the variation of the viscoelastic properties of the curing composite can be monitored by measuring ultrasonic velocity (or time-delay \( V = \frac{2h}{t} \)) and attenuation.
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5.3.2 Results and discussion

When using ultrasonics for cure monitoring, three parameters are typically employed to infer the state-of-cure of a material: the ultrasonic (1) velocity or time delay, (2) attenuation, and (3) shear reflectivity. The material properties which are useful for determining the state-of-cure, such as moduli and viscosity, can be subsequently deduced from this information by using a viscoelastic analytical model. By monitoring the evolution of the ultrasonic time delay, attenuation and shear reflectivity in a curing composite as a function of run time, we can understand the cure process qualitatively and quantitatively.

5.3.2.1 Pulse/echo mode

In pulse/echo mode, the ultrasonic wave traveling through the material is reflected from the back side of the laminate to the originating surface, where it is detected by the same UT that generates the pulses, as illustrated in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-8(a) shows the ultrasonic waveform as a function of run time for the [0_{16}] panel cured at 176°C for 2 hours, where L^1 represents the echo reflected from the probing end of the clad Al buffer rod/top surface of the panel interface, and L^2 the second echo reflected from the back surface of the panel. The recorded variations of process temperature and ultrasonic time delay between L^1 and L^2 are shown in Figure 5-8(b). For 176°C curing process, it is seen that, due to thermal expansion of the buffer rod, echo L^1 shifts toward a higher time delay before the constant cure temperature is reached; it comes to a standstill during the hold period at 176°C, and then gradually returns to its original position at the end of the cool-down stage. The second echo L^2, during the initial stage, is too weak to be recorded using the current setup until the gelation of the composite epoxy takes place. Although ultrasonic velocity dispersion induced by absorption and scattering losses causes the signals to have a slight distortion, the time delay between the first echo L^1 and the second echo L^2 can be determined using a cross-correlation algorithm. The sharp decrease in the time delay, in the temperature range after phase I, may be attributed to the gelation of the prepregs. The subsequent gradual
decrease of the time delay corresponds to the progressive crosslinking reaction of the composite after gelation period. Effects of the state of cure on the time delay can be, therefore, described as a continuous decrease of the time delay as the material changes from a liquid, through a gel, to a solid due to increasing stiffness of the composite. Then the panel starts to cool down, and the time delay further decreases. After a certain time, a sudden rise in the time delay is found. This discontinuity results from the sudden detachment of the panel from the Al mold plate at the sensed region. This interpretation is supported by the observation in Figure 5-8(a) of a sudden phase change of 180° and an increase in amplitude of the echo reflected from the back surface of the panel at that moment. This is confirmed by the change of the interface condition from “panel-mold plate” to “panel-air”.

![Figure 5-7 Illustration of reflection/transmission mode](image)

Figure 5-8(b) also shows the time delay recorded from two other runs using cure temperatures of 146°C and 156°C, respectively. It is noted that increasing cure temperature shifts the curve of the time delay vs. run time to a distinctly lower value, which indicates that ultrasonic in-situ cure monitoring can monitor the change induced by different curing temperatures. Compared with Figure 5-1, it is not difficult to find some
similarity between the ultrasonic and isothermal DSC experimental results: the progress of the gelation and cure reaction of the composite epoxy at 146°C and 156°C is much slower than that at 176°C.

5.3.2.2 Transmission/reflection mode

In transmission mode, the ultrasonic wave passes through a laminate and is detected by another UT located at the opposite side of the mold. Meanwhile, these two UTs can still conduct reflection mode measurements individually, as illustrated in Figure 5-7. For these measurements of the [0/16] panel cured at 176°C, the cure time is arbitrarily extended from 2 to 3 hours, in order to observe the end-of-cure. Figures 5-9(a) and (b) show the ultrasonic waveforms obtained by using simultaneous transmission and reflection modes. In reflection mode, Figure 5-9(a), the feature of the waveform is the same as that of Figure 5-8(a), while in transmission mode, Figure 5-9(b), the first echo $L_1$ has traveled through the panel thickness once and the second echo $L_3$ has made an additional round-trip. These two echoes can be used to evaluate through-thickness ultrasonic attenuation.

The variations of the time delay vs. run time from both top and bottom UTs exhibit the same trend, as shown in Figure 5-10. After curing for 2 hours at 176°C, the time delay reaches a plateau, suggesting that the end-of-cure, in the sense of the development of the stiffness of the composite, has been reached, and the extra hour of curing does not contribute to the further improvement of the stiffness of the composite. Here, again, as the panel cools down, the time delay decreases. After a certain time, because of detachment of the panel from the top Al mold plate at the sensed region, the signal from the top UT completely vanishes, while the time delay obtained from the bottom UT shows a discontinuity. For transmission mode, the shape of the time delay variation is the same as that obtained from reflection mode, as indicated in Figure 5-10. After the detachment of the panel from either side of the Al mold plates, the through-thickness transmission signal is totally lost.
Figure 5-8 Ultrasonic cure monitoring by using reflection mode (a) Waveforms obtained from $[0_{16}]$ panel cured at 176°C for 2 hrs. (b) Variation of the time delay with cure temperature.
Figure 5-9 Ultrasonic waveforms obtained from (a) reflection and (b) transmission mode
Figure 5-10 Time delay vs. run time obtained from reflection/transmission mode, where $D_1$ refers to the time when the detachment of the panel from the Al mold happens.

Figure 5-11, obtained from the same cure cycle as Figure 5-10, presents the variation of ultrasonic attenuation of the curing composite vs. run time during the cure, where ultrasonic attenuation $\alpha$ is defined as

$$\alpha = \frac{10}{h} \log \left( \frac{L_3}{L_1} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-8)

In which $L_1$ and $L_3$ are the amplitudes of these pulses indicated in Figure 5-9(b), and $h$ is the thickness of the panel. The variation in Figure 5-11 represents the basic features of the viscoelastic behavior of the epoxy resin as it cures. The attenuation reaches a maximum point, the gel point, and then drops dramatically during the development of gelation, indicating the rapid rise of the viscosity due to accelerated crosslinking at the early stage of the cure reaction. Then, the attenuation gradually decreases because, as crosslinking proceeds, the material behaves more as an elastic medium, with reduced absorption of ultrasonic energy. The plateau is reached when the constant viscoelastic properties of the composite have been developed at the end of cure. Finally, the attenuation further decreases as the material is cooled down. It has also been observed that thermoelastic damping of the cured composite, measured by Dynamic Mechanical
Analyzer (DMA) during this study, decreases with decreasing temperature (referred to in Section 2.4, Chapter 2).

![Graph showing ultrasonic attenuation vs. run time]

**Figure 5-11** Ultrasonic attenuation vs. run time

### 5.4 Simultaneous ultrasonic and fiber-optic cure monitoring

In order to compare the cure monitoring capabilities of the ultrasonic and fiber-optic sensors, experiments are carried out on a [90°/0°/SG1, SG2/0°/90°] panel in which both techniques are operated simultaneously. Two fiber-optic strain gages are embedded at the mid-plane of the panel. The locations sensed by the fiber-optic and ultrasonic sensors are different but close to each other. The cure temperature and cure time are 176°C and 2 hours, respectively.

As shown in Figure 5-12, the two fiber-optic strain gages provide almost identical records of the cure process, before detachment of the panel from the Al mold plates occurs during the cooling stage. The strain gage-detected gelation period, as determined from the strain-temperature variation, agrees with the sharp drop of ultrasonic time delay which, as discussed earlier, corresponds to the rapid increase of the viscosity of the
composite epoxy at the early stage of the cure reaction. However, as observed earlier, the ultrasonic sensor is able to determine the end-of-cure, while the EFPI fiber-optic sensor is not. The end-of-cure happens as the ultrasonic time delay reaches a plateau.

![Graph](image_url)

**Figure 5-12** Results of simultaneous fiber-optic and ultrasonic cure monitoring

During the early cool-down stage, because the panel is attached to the Al mold plates, the free contraction of the panel is impeded, and the thermal strain detected by the fiber-optic sensors dramatically drops. After a certain time (D₁), the sudden detachment of one side of the panel from the Al mold plate happens, and its thermal strain sharply bounces back. This dip (D₁) is much larger than the dips indicated in Figures 4-6, 4-9 and 4-10 because in Figures 4-6, 4-9 and 4-10, we used the mold releasing agent at the bottom and accessories like peel ply, bleeder, etc. on top of the prepregs, while for simultaneous fiber-optic and ultrasonic monitoring, both sides of the panel are in direct contact with the mold releasing agent, leading to very different clinging force between the panel and the Al mold plates. Correspondingly, ultrasonic time delay appears as a discontinuity (D₂). Once more, when the detachment of the other side of the panel occurs, the readings from the fiber-optic sensor experience another small bounce (D₃), while the ultrasonic sensor totally loses its signal (D₄),
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5.5 Ultrasonic impedance monitoring

It has been known for a long time that the shear reflectivity of ultrasonic waves from the interface between the probing end of the buffer rod and monitored curing resin is related to the viscoelastic properties of polymers [63,66,131,132]. This could lead to a direct evaluation of the complex shear modulus, dynamic (high frequency) viscosity, and even the relaxation times of the shear stresses. In this section, a shear reflectivity to evaluate the state-of-cure and viscoelastic behaviors of curing AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites is presented.

5.5.1 Reduction of temperature effects

It is well known that piezoelectric UTs cannot function at elevated temperatures, and therefore a cooled buffer rod is required to convey the ultrasonic waves from the transducers to the processed materials and back. Cooling the buffer rods leads to simultaneous temperature, velocity and attenuation gradients, which are difficult to characterize. In order to significantly eliminate the adverse effects caused by the UT, couplant and buffer rod on the ultrasonic time delay and amplitude measurements, minor physical discontinuity “a” (e.g. a notch) near the probing end of the clad buffer rod is created to provide a reference signal, as indicated in Figure 5-13. Figure 5-14 shows the reflected 5 MHz shear waves from the curing composite. \( S^1 \) is the shear wave echo reflected from the probing end of the buffer rod, while \( S_a \) is the signal induced by the discontinuity “a”. The latter signal is used for normalization. This distance between the discontinuity “a” and the end of the probe is around 16 mm, which is reasonably small to reduce the errors induced by the temperature gradient, but still large enough to allow the resolution, in time domain, of two signals. However, as seen in Figure 5-14, it is realized that the creation of the discontinuity “a” in the clad buffer rod does introduce slight spurious signals. Therefore \( S_a \) should be as small as possible; however, because one would like to reduce the digitization error, \( S_a \) should not be too small.
5.5.2 Shear impedance monitoring

The amplitude and phase of the reflected ultrasonic shear waves are correlated with the viscoelastic behaviors of the composite. Shear ultrasonic impedance $Z_S$ is the product of the density ($\rho$) and shear wave ($V_S$) velocities, respectively. The reflection coefficient, $\Gamma^*$, at the buffer rod/process composite material interface is

$$\Gamma^* = \frac{(Z_B - Z_C^*)}{(Z_B + Z_C^*)} \quad (5-11)$$

where subscripts B and C refer to the buffer rod and processed composite material, respectively, and "*" denotes the complex number. Because the ultrasound in the polymer composite is highly attenuative, its velocity, $V_C^*$, and thus ultrasonic impedance, $Z_C^*$, are complex numbers, while since Al is a low-loss material, its ultrasonic impedance may be considered as a real number. By definition, $Z_C^* = \sqrt{\rho G_C^*}$, where $G_C^*$ is the complex shear modulus of the composite, and $\rho$ is its density. The complex shear modulus can then be calculated from the value of $\Gamma^*$[132]:

$$G_C^* = \frac{Z_B^2}{\rho} \left(\frac{1 - \Gamma^*}{1 + \Gamma^*}\right)^2 \quad (5-12)$$
The evaluation of $G_c^-$ leads to the calculation of the dynamic (high frequency) viscosity $\eta$, since this quantity is by definition the ratio of the imaginary part of the shear modulus to the angular frequency $\omega$:

$$\eta = \frac{G_c^-}{\omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-13)

**Figure 5-14** Ultrasonic waveforms obtained from 5 MHz shear UTs with one discontinuity “a”

On the other hand, let the $\Gamma^*$ at the buffer rod/air (without processed composite) interface be unity, which means a total reflection at the interface; then the measured $\Gamma_s^*$ can be expressed as [77]

$$\Gamma_s^* = \frac{S_c^1}{S_{a,C}} \frac{S_{a,air}^1}{S_{a,air}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-14)

where $S$ is the amplitude of ultrasonic signals reflected from the notch or probing surface of the buffer rod. Subscript “C” denotes the buffer rod, which is in contact with the processed composite, while the subscript “air” denotes the buffer rod whose probing end is in contact with air. For simplicity, it is assumed that $S_{a,air}/S_{a,air}^1$ measured at elevated
temperature is approximately equal to that measured at ambient temperature. This approximation may not introduce significant errors in the magnitude of the shear reflectivity, but does induce phase errors.

The time delay between $S_1$ and $S_a$ is related to the local average ambient temperature between the discontinuity "a" and the end of the buffer rod. This information may be used to evaluate the temperature of the Al mold and processed materials during cure processes. Figure 5-15 shows the time difference between the arrival of the echoes from the probe interface and the reference notch, plotted as a function of the process temperature. This time delay reflects the influence of temperature on the shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, density and length of the buffer rod material that is between the reference notch $S_a$ and the probing surface $S_1$. If this temperature curve is well calibrated, it could be used for *in-situ* ultrasonic temperature monitoring during the cure processing of the composite.

Figure 5-16 shows the variation in shear reflectivity from the probing interface with the process temperature, indicating that during the gelation period of the composite epoxy, the reflectivity dramatically drops. Afterwards, the reflectivity decreases quite slowly as the cure reaction proceeds. During the cooling down stage, because of the influence of temperature, the reflectivity slowly increases. Then because of partial detachment of the panel from the Al mold, a sudden increase in reflectivity is observed. Obviously, the shear reflectivity of the curing composite is very sensitive to the development of gelation and the early stage of the cure reaction of the composite epoxy.

The evaluation of the phase information and the accuracy of $\Gamma^*$ measurements is also of importance. However, because of the inherent defects in the present experiments, the phase information can not be accurately evaluated. In order to compensate for thermally-induced phase shift, two temperature runs are necessary. During the first one, in a temperature cycle similar to the one expected for the real cure, no composite is present. Then a run is made with the composite curing. However, it is still inevitable that a temperature difference between the recording of the two ultrasonic waveforms exists.
Furthermore, it is well known that because of the large difference between the $Z_B$ of a clad Al buffer rod and $Z_C^*$ of a polymer composite, a small error in $\Gamma_S^*$ will lead large errors in $Z_C^*$. Thus, in order to obtain an accurate ultrasonic impedance of the processed material, $Z_B$ should have low acoustic shear impedance and be as close as possible to $Z_C^*$.

5.6 Summary

The ultimate mechanical properties of composites are largely dependent upon the chemical and rheological events taking place during the manufacturing process. An in-situ measurement sensor is, therefore, essential for automated control of polymer composite fabrication. This Chapter presents a state-of-the-art cure processing monitoring system using thermally insulated ultrasonic transducers with clad Al buffer rods, and a specially designed autoclave feedthrough. This system has successfully monitored the entire cure process from semi-solid to a gel and solid. The major merits of the developed system can be summarized as: (1) workable at high temperature (up to 180$^\circ$C) and gas pressure (up to 100 psi) inside an autoclave; (2) higher ultrasonic signal to spurious noise ratio (S/N), and high signal strength; (3) suitable for longitudinal and/or shear wave measurement in reflection and/or transmission mode.

By continuous recording of the velocity, attenuation and/or shear reflectivity of ultrasound waves, some important experimental features have been captured:

(1) Like the EFPI fiber-optic sensor, the ultrasonic sensor can sense the gelation period of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite, the start of cooling, and the detachment of the composite from the Al mold plates. In particular, the sudden decrease in ultrasonic time-delay and shear reflectivity, and the appearance of a peak in ultrasonic attenuation, give a clear indication of the gelation period of the curing composite epoxy. Also, the sudden phase change of ultrasonic pulses indicates the detachment of the composite part from Al mold during the cool-down period. The timing of the detachment from the Al mold plates may provide information concerning the development of thermal mismatch-induced strains.
However, the magnitude of developed residual stresses of the curing composite cannot be evaluated by the present ultrasonic technique alone.
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**Figure 5-15** Temperature vs. time delay between $S_a$ and $S^i$
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**Figure 5-16** Reflection coefficient measurements for 5 MHz shear wave during cure
(2) *In-situ* ultrasonic cure process monitoring can sense the end-of-cure, in terms of the development of the viscoelastic properties of the composite, while the EFPI fiber-optic monitoring cannot. The end-of-cure is observed when the ultrasonic time delay or attenuation reaches a plateau during the second dwell stage of the cure reaction. In the case of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composite, these results also agree with the commercially recommended cure process, which says that for 176°C cure temperature, two hours of cure time is enough to reach the end-of-cure. Moreover, for different cure temperatures from 146°C to 156°C and 176°C, increasing cure temperature significantly accelerates the development of the stiffness of the composites. This experimental research suggests that ultrasonic monitoring may be an effective way to *in-situ* assess the state-of-cure.

(3) The shear reflectivity from the probing end reflects the development of viscoelastic properties of the curing composite. The variation of the reflectivity is very sensitive to the development of gelation and early stages of cure reaction. Moreover, the variation in time delay (between the notch and the probing surface) with temperature implies that our system may also be used as a simultaneous temperature probe.

(4) It is also proved that the "degree of cure" measured by the DSC technique does not accurately reflect the mechanical property development during the cure. Significant changes in the stiffness of the composites still occur when the "degree of cure" indicated by DSC is almost fully developed.
Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Claims of originality

The original experimental research contributions of this thesis have been mentioned in various locations of each chapter. However, for the convenience of the reader, they are outlined below:

In Chapter 2,
(1) The correlation between the process parameters such as cure temperature and cure time, and dynamic mechanical properties of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep has been systematically developed.

In Chapter 3,
(1) The correlation between elastic constants, ultrasonic velocity and dispersion and attenuation of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites and curing process conditions has been developed. The experimental results indicate that as process parameters, cure temperature significantly affect the development of the mechanical properties of curing composites.

In Chapter 4,
(1) An in-situ EFPI fiber-optic cure monitoring system has been developed. A special autoclave feedthrough for optical fibers and thermocouple wires to penetrate into an autoclave, which can still maintain a seal of 100 psi inside the autoclave, has been designed. Moreover, this feedthrough can be easily disassembled so that fiber-optic
sensors can be protected from damage, and reusable for in-service monitoring of the composite structures after the cure process. This system can be used to monitor local strain development in a composite resulting from temperature change, chemical shrinkage and process-induced stresses.

(2) By using this fiber-optic cure monitoring system, the gelation period and the build-up of residual strains in the curing composites, prior to and after the detachment from the Al molds, can be observed. The detachment of the curing composite from the Al mold during the cool-down phase indicates the magnitude of thermal mismatch between them. The importance of this finding is that thermal mismatch between the Al mold and the composite panel before detachment may result in micro-cracks during cool-down stage.

In Chapter 5,

(1) A state-of-the-art ultrasonic cure monitoring system for Gr/Ep composites has been developed, by using thermally insulated ultrasonic sensors with clad buffer rods. Moreover, a specially-designed autoclave feedthrough for optical fibers, thermocouple, ultrasonic transducer cables and air-cooling Teflon tubes makes the entire monitoring inside an autoclave possible. This system can monitor the evolution of viscoelastic properties of the composites by continuous recording of the velocity (time delay), attenuation and shear reflectivity of ultrasound waves.

(2) In-situ cure monitoring results of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites indicate that (i) ultrasonic sensors can sense the gelation period of the curing composite and the starting of the cooling stage; (ii) ultrasonic cure monitoring can sense the end-of-cure of the composites in terms of the development of stiffness of the curing composite, when ultrasonic time delay and attenuation reach a plateau. This strongly suggests that ultrasonic monitoring may be an effective way for in-situ assessment of the state-of-cure; (iii) ultrasonic sensors can clearly observe the detachment of cured panels from the Al mold during the cool-down period; (iv) by using clad buffer rods with a discontinuity, variations in shear reflectivity during the cure process can be measured,
and the potential simultaneous temperature measurement by this technique is also demonstrated.

The above thesis work has led to one published refereed journal paper (for the contents of Chapters 2 and 3): Journal of Polymer Composites; one submitted refereed journal paper (for the contents of Chapters 4 and 5): Journal of Composite Materials; one journal paper which is in preparation (for the content of Chapters 4), and two published international conference papers (for the contents of Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5): 1996 ICCE/3 and 1997 Annual Conference of America Society for Composites. The work related with ultrasonic cure monitoring system led to a professional service from Institute for Aerospace Research, National Research Council of Canada under Contract No. CS7-253552-00 for implementation of our *in-situ* ultrasonic cure monitoring system for graphite/epoxy composite processing in an autoclave.

6.2 Conclusions

The current experimental research on cure processing monitoring and characterization of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites using fiber-optics and ultrasonics can be summarized as

- **Characterization of viscoelastic properties**

  (1) Thermal characterization

  DSC analysis is used to characterize the chemical kinetic behavior of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy and AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep prepreg, while DMA tests are carried out to characterize the viscoelastic properties of the composites by measuring their complex modulus $E^*$, loss tan $\delta$ and apparent glass transition temperature $T_g$.

  The results indicate that cure processing parameters significantly affect the final properties of the materials. As cure temperature increases, the degree of cure increases, while the time for the completion of the cure reaction significantly decreases. For example, at cure temperatures of 176°C and 186°C, the cure reaction is almost fully
completed after 60 minutes cure reaction, while after curing for 120 minutes at 146°C, the
degree of cure of the composite only reaches around 70%. The features of cure kinetic
behaviors of the present Hercules 3501-6 epoxy can be captured by modified Springer’s
equations.

Meanwhile, increasing cure temperature in the range from 146°C and 186°C results in a noticeable decrease in loss tan δ, and a profound increase in the T_g of the
epoxy and composite by around 55°C and 74°C, respectively. At the same time after
being cured for 60 minutes at 176°C, the T_g’s of the epoxy and composite are still
increased by around 21°C and 6°C by another hour’s curing, respectively, although at that
period the cure reaction is almost fully completed in terms of the development of degree
of cure.

(2) Ultrasonic characterization

Effects of cure process parameters on the viscoelastic properties of AS4/3501-6
Gr/Ep composites have been investigated by using the velocities of elastic waves which
propagate in various directions in composites, along with density, attenuation, and
velocity dispersion. The results show that the moduli of Hercules 3501-6 epoxy
monotonically increase with increasing cure temperature from 146°C to 176°C, whereas
the moduli of the corresponding composite cured at 186°C for 120 minutes have a drop.
Also, the moduli of the composite monotonically increase with increasing cure time at
176°C, whereas the moduli of the epoxy, after being cured for 80 minutes at 176°C,
exhibit no change. The ultrasonic through-thickness dispersion and attenuation of the
epoxy and composite are less sensitive to variations in cure conditions in the present
range of measured frequencies.

In short, ultrasonic testing is an effective technique to evaluate viscoelastic
properties of composites processed by different cure conditions. The sensitivity of the
measurement is much higher than the conventional static mechanical technique.
However, ultrasonic dispersion and attenuation may not be suited to characterize the
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variation of mechanical properties of the composites caused by different cure conditions, because of their low sensitivity in this case.

- **In-situ cure processing monitoring**

  (1) *In-situ* fiber-optic cure processing monitoring

  The EFPI fiber-optic sensor has been investigated as a potential candidate for *in-situ* cure monitoring of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites. The *in-situ* cure monitoring system developed in this study is comprised of optical fibers, a K-type thermocouple, and the associated signal process instruments. A special feedthrough is designed for the optical fibers and thermocouple wires to penetrate the autoclave, which can maintain a seal at 100 psi. Moreover, the fiber-optic gages can also be kept in good condition during the period of cure processing, and be re-used for future in-service monitoring of composites after the cure process.

  The real-time experimental research indicates that (1) the optical fiber can sense the gelation period, the start of cooling and the build-up of residual strains during cure; (2) the information on detachment during the cool-down period may help to evaluate the development and magnitude of thermal mismatch strains between the Al mold and the composite panel. The importance of this finding is that thermal mismatch between the Al mold and the composite panel before detachment may result in micro-cracks.

  In short, this technique is particularly suited for non-destructive, real-time *in-situ* monitoring of the development of residual stress in curing composites. Moreover, this technique has been shown to possess a clear potential for further monitoring the structural integrity of the composite during part qualification, and throughout its service life. However, the EFPI fiber-optic gages cannot sense the end-of-cure without the assistance of other sensors. This technique, in combination with other types of sensors including ultrasonics, holds promise for alleviating some of the problems associated with the manufacture of advanced materials.
(2) *In-situ* ultrasonic cure processing monitoring

A state-of-the-art cure processing monitoring system has been established by using thermally-insulated ultrasonic transducers with clad buffer rods and a specially designed autoclave feedthrough. This system has successfully monitored the entire cure process from semi-solid to a gel and solid. The major merits of the developed system can be summarized as (1) workable in an autoclave at high temperature (up to 180°C) and gas pressure (up to 100 psi); (2) high signal to spurious ultrasonic noise ratio (S/N), and high signal strength; (3) suitable for longitudinal and/or shear wave measurement in reflection and/or transmission mode.

By monitoring the evolution of viscoelastic properties of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites by continuous recording of the velocity (time delay), attenuation and/or shear reflectivity of ultrasound waves, some important features have been captured: (1) ultrasonic sensors can sense the development of the gelation of composites, the start of cooling, and the detachment of the composites from the Al mold plates. In particular, the sudden decrease in ultrasonic time-delay and shear reflectivity, and the appearance of a peak in ultrasonic attenuation give a clear indication of gelation period of the curing composite. Also, the timing of the detachment from the Al mold may provide information concerning the development of thermal mismatch strains during the cool-down phase. (2) *In-situ* ultrasonic cure process monitoring can sense the end-of-cure, in terms of the development of the viscoelastic properties of the composite. The end-of-cure is observed when the ultrasonic time delay or attenuation reaches a plateau during the cure reaction dwelling stage. In the case of AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep composites, these results also agree with the commercially recommended cure process, which stipulates that at 176°C cure temperature, two hours of cure time is enough to reach the end-of-cure. Moreover, for different cure temperatures of 146°C, 156°C and 176°C, increasing cure temperature significantly accelerates the development of the stiffness of the composites. (3) The shear reflectivity from the probing end reflects the development of viscoelastic behavior of the curing composite. The variation of the reflectivity is very sensitive to the gelation period and early stage of cure reaction since the viscosity of the curing composite dramatically
increases. Moreover, the variation of time delay between the notch and the probing surface of a buffer rod with temperature implies that the cure monitoring system may also be used as a simultaneous temperature probe during the cure.

Furthermore, simultaneous in-situ fiber-optic and ultrasonic monitoring indicates that extra information about the build-up of residual stresses during processing may be obtained by this technique. These monitors could be integrated into decision-making of an expert system to control the final quality of composites at any stage of the cure process.

6.3 Suggested future experimental research

Our preliminary experimental research has attracted the attention from two Canadian institutions: Institute for Aerospace Research, NRC and Bell Helicopter Textron. On the basis of wide investigation and discussion, our near future work will be the following:

- To transfer the present technology from the laboratory bench to the factory environment (in industrial autoclaves)
- To characterize the properties of composite during the cure processing, not at room temperature which is well below $T_g$
- To study effects of the geometry of composites and process parameters on ultrasonic cure processing monitoring (these factors affect the sensitivity of monitored parameters during the cure.)
- To investigate effects of mold materials and releasing agents on the detachment of the composite component from the mold
- To correlate the ultrasonic measurement results with desired material properties, such as degree of cure, porosity, delamination and glass transition temperature
- To establish intelligent composite cure expert system with our "smart" sensors

Much development is still required to transfer the present technology from the laboratory bench to the factory environment; however, with the potential financial savings
offered by better control and lower component rejection, intelligent composite cure expert system with "smart" sensors are likely to become a reality.
Appendix I:

Alignment procedure for through-transmission measurement in a water immersion tank at IMI

The precision of ultrasonic measurements of the anisotropic elastic constants is very sensitive to the alignments among the ultrasonic transducers (UTs), sample and positioners. In order to achieve a good alignment, the following procedure is carried out. At first, the turntable is aligned in the reference XY plane by using both optical and ultrasonic techniques which guarantee flatness. The center of the turntable is then used as the reference point. Then the X, Y, Z and two rotational axes of the positioner controlled by stepping motors are calibrated.

The remaining critical steps of the alignment in the measurements are that two UTs, the transmitter UT\(_T\) and the receiver UT\(_R\) and the center of the turntable must be aligned collinearly, and the alignment line should be in parallel with the Y axis of the positioner, as shown in Figure I-1(a). Also the front faces of the UTs and the sample surfaces should be parallel to the XZ plane, as shown in Figure I-1(b). The details are described below:

A. The UT\(_R\) attached to the scanner of the positioner is firstly aligned to the flat part of the turntable (\textit{i.e.} XY plane) by adjusting UT\(_R\) and making sure that the reflected echo from the flat turntable reaches the maximum. This ensures that the axis of the UT\(_R\) is parallel to the Z axis. Then the UT\(_R\) is rotated 90\(^{\circ}\), thus the axis of the UT\(_R\) is parallel to the XY plane.
B. In order to accurately align the axis of UT_R parallel to the X or Y axis, as a first step, we operate the UT_R in the reflection mode and align the UT_R so that the reflection echo from the flat wall which is nearly parallel to the YZ plane is maximized. Then we scan the UT_R along the YZ plane, using the time delay of the received ultrasonic signal to evaluate the parallelism between the YZ plane and the flat wall. It is found that the deviation is 0.06°. Thus it can be assumed that the axis of the UT_R is parallel to the X axis within a 0.06° error bound. We then rotate the UT_R 90° in the XY plane, and the UT_R now points to the Y axis.

C. The UT_R is further operated in the reflection mode, and scanned along the X direction through a cylindrical reflector located at the center of the turntable (XY plane). The location of maximum reflection echo indicates that the UT_R is aligned with the center of the turntable, and also parallel to the Y axis.

D. In order to align the other transducer UT_T, the cylindrical reflector is firstly removed from the turntable. We then move the UT_R along the Y axis from one side of the turntable across the center point, and reach the other side. The UT_T is later installed with an optimum distance described in Section E below, away from the UT_R. Since the UT_T is fixed to a jig having three-dimensional freedom of movement, it is adjusted to have the maximum reflection echo from the reflector, which is the front surface of the UT_R. Now we consider that the axis of the UT_T is aligned along the Y axis.

E. The distance y between the UTs and the sample as shown in Figure I-1(a) should be in the far field regime. This means that S = yλ/a^2 ≥ 2, where S is dimensionless distance factor, y is the distance, λ is the acoustic wavelength in water, and a is the radius of the transducer.
Figure I-1 Alignment configuration for (a) transducers, and (b) the sample

Case A:

let $f = 5$ MHz; then $\lambda$ (in water) = 0.3 mm.

let $a = 0.125'' = 3.175$ mm; then $ka = (2\pi a)/\lambda = 66 (>10$, which is a requirement)
let $S = 3$; then $y = 100$ mm.

Case B:

let $f = 2.25$ MHz; then $\lambda$ (in water) = 0.667 mm.
let $a = 0.25^\prime = 6.35$ mm; then $ka = \frac{2\pi a}{\lambda} = 59.8$ (>10, which is a requirement)
let $S = 3$; then $y = 181$ mm.

F. The front surface of the sample should be parallel to the $XZ$ plane and at the center of the turntable, as shown in Figure I-1(b).

Now it can be said that the system is aligned.
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